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Editor’s notes……
I hope you enjoy the on-line edition of the Summer Wood Duck. I would like to thank all of you who

have made submissions of articles and photos for this publication. It is most appreciated. The Wood Duck is
normally checked-over by the 10 person Publications Committee to catch the many mistakes that get by me.
For this Summer issue I have given this committee the summer off so there are likely to be several slip-ups
here that got passed me. As this is an on-line issue, I can eventually correct all of these mistakes and re-post
a corrected issue in the near future. So please let me know of any mistakes you notice. Hopefully they will
not be legion but I guarantee there will be some.
There are lots of articles in this issue. I want to bring to your attention the list of wildlife rehabilitators on
page 31. In order to post this properly and have the type legible, I put the article in side-ways. Now this
works great in a paper magazine where you can easily turn the page 90o to read it but perhaps not so well
when you have turn your computer screen 90o – easier for those of you with laptops I suppose. Also on page
25 there is a notice about a proposed huge gun range on the Carden Alvar – what a poor place for such a
thing. There is information there on how you can get involved to put a halt to this.
Please note that the Dates to Remember are not complete here for the rest of the summer. I ran out of space
for including new events/hikes so please check the HNC website, hamiltonnature.org and also the RBG
website for a more complete list.
Please note the back page as well and the request to submit a short article for the upcoming 100th anniversary
book in 2019. You will be most glad that you submitted something when you actually see your article in this
keep-sake publication. Something you can show your grandchildren!
Enjoy the Summer!

HSA Nature Note — Wild in the City – West Mountain Coyote
In the gloaming at 7:30 tonight, (29 March) my daughter
Claire and I watched a good-sized coyote, dark strawbrown in colour, purposefully trot north along Columbia
Drive and disappear through the cut at Columbia’s end
into the (fairly busy with night school students) Mohawk
College parking lot area.
Claire saw a Coyote of the same size and colour in the
copse between Westview, Westwood and Westmount
schools at 8:30 a.m. one morning just prior to March
break. A Coyote also trotted by the classroom windows
along the south side of Hillfield Strathallan College at
midday one day that same week.
Looks like the West Mountain’s rats may have met their
match – Barb McKean.

Coyote in backyard adjacent to Nicholson Resource Management Area, 28
January 2018 - photo Herman van Barneveld.

Yesterday (28 Jan 2018) this beautiful, healthy-looking Coyote sauntered into our backyard (which backs onto Nicholson
Resource Management Area) and hung around for a minute or two. After I opened the door, he froze, looked at me and then
he continued into the neighbour’s backyard where he picked up an empty 10” plastic plant pot and disappeared into the
bush – Herman van Barneveld.
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Fishing Tales
by Ronald Bayne

M

y father was born and grew up in Barbados. He graduated
from McGill University in Medicine and practiced in
Sherbrooke, QC for many years. He learned to live with snow and
enjoyed nature. He tried to adjust to Canadian winters by skiing
and snowshoeing without much success but he was skillful in golf
and a local champion in badminton. He enjoyed hunting and, in
the autumn, carried a 12 gauge shotgun in the car on the shelf
behind the driver’s seat. After visiting a farm family he would stroll
through the woods on the way home and return with one or two
Ruffed Grouse. Those birds fed on berries and seeds and the smell
of them cooking was marvellous!
He decided we should try fishing and arranged with another
doctor to try fishing in the Laurentide Park north of Quebec City.
It was a long drive in those days on gravel roads. His friend made a
brief visit on the way and my father took me to the Quebec Natural
History Museum where we found a display of fish. I pointed out a
lovely one but he showed me a very large trout in a case hanging
on the wall. That was what we would be catching! After a long
drive on a narrow twisting road we arrived in the evening and ate
a dinner of ham.
Next morning, we were up rather late and his friend had set off
with the guide. We found a boat half-full of water and several dead
fish, baled it out and set off. The wind was strong and we found a
sheltered bay where we dropped anchor. But the “anchor” was a
bucket filled with cement and attached by a thin rope. We threw it
over and saw it sitting in the clear water on the lake bottom. The
rope had broken as it was not long enough! So I pulled on the oars
while my father assembled his lovely light bamboo rod. The fly had
the appropriate name “Silver Doctor” and there were small round
lead weights to fix onto the line above the hook. The wind was so
strong that it was difficult to cast and he began thrashing about
with his badminton trained arms until finally the end segments
of the rod came apart and slid down to the weights. After firmly
fitting these in place he began again but then the reel fell over the
side and lay undoing as he pulled it up. Yes, it was tied on at the
end. With repeated casting he caught a fish. But it was only a few
centimetres long and too injured to be thrown back. When we
met up with the guide he explained that the lake was stocked with
these fish and one should catch as many as possible. We ate the
ham dinner and the cat ate our catch. Next day was raining and we
decided to leave because of possible deteriorating road conditions.

W

hen I was at university I hitch-hiked to the Maritimes to meet
a friend and go fishing. We drove to the Miramichi River and
found the banks lined by expert fly-fishers who knew just where to
place the lure. They had a few fish to show for it. As the day went
on the warden kept passing and was greeted with calls such as “ Hi,
Warden, how are you doing...guess you’ll be going home soon, eh?”
Eventually 5 o’clock came and he told us he would be leaving now.
When he was gone we hauled out our tin boxes of worms, threaded
them on hooks, rapidly caught a supply of fish and went home.
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A

fter graduation in Medicine I spent
time in Britain to see how the recently
established National Health System helped
seniors and disabled people. I decided to visit
a good friend, a Professor of Moral Philosophy
from McGill who had retired to the Highlands
of Scotland where he had grown up. He had Author Ronald
Bayne.
bought a small cottage on the shores of Loch
Duich near Eileen Donan Castle and Kyle of Lochalsh. His cottage
looked across at the snow-capped Five Sisters of Kintail, a beautiful
view. He welcomed me warmly helped by excellent Scotch whiskey
and I stayed several nights. In the morning we went fishing, which
meant rowing a dory up the loch to lay nets. This was not salmon
fishing which required an expensive licence. As I had no skill with
nets I did the rowing which turned out to be a struggle against the
strong wind. I was urged to keep out from the shore but it was not
easy. Finally, we finished and went in to relax. Next morning, we
set out again and pulled up the nets, full of seaweed and crabs......
until the end! The Professor of Moral Philosophy asked me to turn
the boat so he would not be seen as he hauled in the net with a
beautiful big salmon. As we approached the shore we saw the “Old
Captain” was strolling along. Our conversation went like this:
"Ah, good morning Professor, I see you’ve been doing a bit of
fishing."
"Yes, yes we’ve been out for a bit of sport."
"And have you had any luck?"
"Well nothing to speak of..."
After a long pause the Old Captain said, "Well, I must be off and a
good morning to you."
When he was safely out of sight we bundled our catch in the net
and hurried to the house. A little while later Mrs. MacRae arrived
to do the usual housekeeping. Her husband was employed in the
local reforestation then being undertaken in the highlands. The
conversation went like this:
“Good morning Mrs MacRae are you keeping well?”
“Yes, yes Professor, quite well”
After a pause, “Mrs MacRae would you be interested in sharing a
bit of salmon if I came across some?”
“Oh yes indeed, but it’s so expensive.”
“Yes but would you be able to cook it for me if I have some? It
would be just for us you understand. We wouldn’t want to noise it
about you know.”
“No, no we wouldn’t noise it about at all, at all.”
“And Professor, where would you have a bit of salmon just now?”
“In the refrigerator, Mrs MacRae.”
And so we enjoyed a delicious bit of fish with no one any the
wiser and the reputation of the Professor of Moral Philosophy
undamaged.
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HSA Nature Notes — Sugar Maple Icicles
First year my Surgar Maple (20 March 2018) has formed sap icicles. The
woodpeckers, chickadees and a Red Squirrel are loving it.
Shena Chisholm
I think the squirrels and maybe other species intentionally make the bark
cuts that generate these sweet treats. I suspect that’s how the indigenous
people learned sugaring. Certainly I see this work by Gray Squirrels in my
neighbourhood.
Don McLean.
Sap icicles on Sugar Maple, 20 March 2018,
Burlington - photo Shena Chisholm. A souce of
sugar for wildlife?

Snowy Owl at Woodland Cemetery on the late date of 17 April 2018 - photo Mike Veltri. Perhaps an unseasonable photo for
the Summer issue but a great photo notwithstanding.
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"Tundra Struck"
by Bill Lamond

F

ebruary 28, 2018 will go down as one special birding day in the
annals of HSA birding. It may become known as the “day of the
swans” as an immense number of Tundra Swans passed through
the birding area, with many of the birds resting in large flocks in
several locations. Many birders were able to witness this flight as
shown by the numerous reports that were generated, either through
HamiltonBirds, eBird or personal communications to me. It was
an unprecedented day, as never have so many Tundra Swans been
recorded on one day in the HSA. A total of 9,728 were recorded,
from almost all areas of the study area.

Then an 18-minute lull before
another post a 9:31 a.m. about
a small group of swans over
Burlington Heights. Then, 20
minutes later, a report from
Grimsby about three moderatesized flocks over that town,
headed west. Then, at 10:08,
a report from the south end
Author Bill Lamond at Chutes P.P. of the HSA about large flocks
photo Bob Curry.
going over. Jerry Chapple then
privately emailed me at 10:12 to say he had seen 125 swans over St.
Joseph’s Villa in Dundas around 9:45. This was followed by six more
HamiltonBirds posts in the next 40 minutes, and the seventh at 11:15
by Bob Stamp: “From Jim Heslop’s and Tom Crook’s bench in the
Cartwright Sanctuary this morning between 9 and 10, I counted 550
Tundra Swans flying west and I missed 3 flocks as I walked out”.
During this time, eBird reports of Tundra Swans were piling up,
although not necessarily in “real time” like the HamiltonBirds posts.
But there are a lot of people who do not post to HamiltonBirds and
use eBird regularly, and for anybody who was perusing eBird that
morning they would have seen the swan reports come in as well.

Tundra Swans over Burlington in the early morning of 28
February 2018 - photo Peter Thoem.

The previous “day’s high” as noted in Birds of Hamilton was on 10
March 1992 when a single observer, Bill Smith, noted 3,500 over
Hagersville. A further 600 were observed over Hamilton Harbour
that day by Rob Dobos (Wood Duck: Vol 46; page 28). That was a
long time ago and it is possible that if more birders were present
back then, and eBird was available for people to record their records,
then perhaps that would have been the record day that is now being
claimed for 28 February 2018. No point quibbling as we will never
know. But what we do know was how exciting it was for many
birders to see these majestic birds in their ritual passage through the
Hamilton area. In some years this “passage” can occur on a couple of
very big days and one can miss seeing the swans (if like many people
you have a Monday to Friday job). In other years, no doubt due to
weather, the passage is spread out over a few weeks and there are no
big days. This benefits the less active birders who are more likely to
see a flock go over. And hear that wonderful sound that they make!
The first inkling of this huge flight was a HamiltonBirds post from
Len Manning at about 8:55 a.m. when he said “So far, 610 or so
Tundra Swans have flown over so it’s a big day for them so far”.
Fifteen minutes later a post from Ellen Horak from Glen Morris who
had 150 fly over her house. Two minutes after, a post from Cathy
Monrow from Burlington, who said that two large groups had just
flown over southeast Burlington. One minute later, Wayne Bullock
stated: Hey everybody keep your eyes up to the skies. Dave Moffatt
and I have just seen six separate Flocks of Tundra Swans flying over
the Link and later Mud Street. Hundreds of birds headed southwest.
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The HamiltonBirds posts subsided for the next hour. The
HamiltonBirds list moderator then put out a message calling a halt to
the Tundra Swan posts, saying, “one or two sightings is enough per
day per species”. I replied with an email objecting to this, pleading
that these multiple posts were providing great data for this amazing
movement of Tundra Swans. The moderator responded saying he
had complaints that people’s inboxes were being overwhelmed. An
agreement of sorts was reached, with birders being directed to send
any further Tundra Swan sightings directly to me.
The Dean of Hamilton birding, Bob Curry replied to everyone from
Mexico.
Pardon my bias but in almost 65 years of birding, Tundra Swan
is perhaps my most favourite bird. Flocks of flying Tundra Swans
are the quintessence of early spring, the “Flashing Wings” of
R.M. Saunders. Here in Mexico we are lamenting having missed
this phenomenon. When we read all those emails this morning we
were not annoyed. Rather we experienced joy, sharing vicariously
the excitement of this unusual influx, and really loved that birders
all over the HSA were out there, getting excited, sharing with
one another, and so with us. This wave of birds, so many in one
day, focussed in one area, does not happen every year. Let’s just
enjoy it.
The quote by R.M. Saunders in Flashing Wings, but also reprinted in
Birds of Hamilton, bears repeating here.
Far out over the glistening water I saw my first wild swans, great
white birds, their wings flashing in the brilliant sun as they beat
their way steadily across the Bay [Hamilton Harbour] straight
into the stiff cold wind, seemingly unconcerned, their long ramrod
necks and black faces stretched out before them like an indication
of unswerving purpose. Great brave birds headed for the barren
lands of the north …
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After the HamiltonBirds “dust-up” I received 12 private reports of
swans that people had observed and about three more HamiltonBirds
Tundra Swan reports trickled in over the remainder of the day.
However, the bulk of the reports were on eBird although many of
those reports were duplicates of the HamiltonBirds reports. Later
that day there was a post on Peter Thoem’s birding blog (My Bird of
the Day) about his experience with swans early that morning.

How many of these night-time flying swans were different swans than
those that had been seen earlier in the day sitting in Cootes Paradise,
on Lake Ontario, or Flamborough Downs? Likely many were new
birds as shown by this late day observation by Mark Jennings:
Between 5:45 and 6:15 p.m. at Michigan Dr. (off Burloak
Dr.), Luc Fazio and I counted about 18 [Tundra Swan] flocks
totalling 638 birds! All moving along the lakeshore, west.
And the flight continued on well into the next day (March 1) as
shown by the 5:40 a.m. observation by Bill Harris and by the eight
birders who posted their swan observations on eBird, with a couple
more reports on HamiltonBirds. No less than 1,500 birds flew over
the HSA on 1 March with birders reporting flocks from 7:00 a.m.
until about 1:30 p.m. when the flight petered out.

Tundra Swans at Hwy 56 and Concession 2, Haldimand, 27 February 2017
- photo Shelly Hamilton.

It truly was an incredible flight of Tundra Swans. Quite possibly the
most significant in the many years. A flight that may not be repeated
in our lifetime [well, for some of us]. And it was such an early major
flight; the last day in February. It is not at all unusual to see February
Tundra Swans in Hamilton, in fact the first spring birds are usually
in late February. But the big flight days are usually in the first two
weeks of March.
As darkness descended swan observations were not finished. From
Jackson Hudecki at 12:30 a.m.
I can say with great certainty there are plenty of Tundra Swans in
the Burlington Bay/Hamilton Harbour- hearing their calls both
while walking my dog around Dundurn Castle this evening, and
still now after midnight. In fact, I can hear them from inside my
house (through an open window)! I guess they officially count as
a ‘yard bird’ without even seeing any from my property. With the
multitudes of sightings of this amazing swan, I guess you can say
we’ve been ... ‘Tundra Struck’.
And an amazing observation by Bill Harris late into the evening:
Last night [28 Feb-1 Mar] at between 11.30 p.m. and 1 am at
my home near Middletown Rd and Governors Rd just east of
Copetown, under the brightness of a near full moon surrounded
by a spectacular halo ring, I heard and observed many Tundra
Swans. Eleven flocks passed by flying west and I was able to get
a count through my binos of one flock of over 100 birds. The
flocks were hard to spot even though they were not that high
up, I am guessing roughly 800. I saw part of another flock and
estimate it at 50 birds. The other nine flocks were nearby but I
could not see them in the low light even though I have a large
vista from home. Ground winds were nil. I woke again at 5:40
am and heard another flock fly over in a westerly direction, the
moon was cloud covered, lower light, making it hard to see
them and winds had started. It was quite an experience under
the moonlight.
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So why the big flight? The birds cannot have known what the
weather was like in southern Ontario at the time. They must base
their migration on what time of the year it is (built-in calendar) and
if weather conditions are favourable for migration. On Feb 28th, the
weather in Baltimore near Chesapeake Bay (prime wintering area)
was 18oC and the winds were from the SW at 10km/hr. At nightfall
it was 12oC and this temperature held until midnight as did the wind
speed and direction. Perhaps ideal conditions for migration. And it
was almost a full moon if that matters. I have no idea when these
swans would have lifted off – likely at staggered times – and with
a flight speed of around 60-70km/hr it would take the swans about
9-10 hours to reach the Head-of-the Lake. In Peter Thoem’s birding
blog that day he presented a wonderful image:
I like to imagine Chesapeake Bay on a late winter day, when
thousands of agitated Tundra Swans sense the time is right
and take flight in a loosely coordinated lift off, calling across
the marshes to confirm who’s where and then coalescing into
groups of dozens, scores and finally hundreds. Then heading
inland late in the day to fly overnight towards their first refueling
stops around the west end of Lake Ontario and Lake Erie. Sixhundred kilometers later, we see them on mornings like today.
The weather overnight in Hamilton was conducive to the swans
with winds near daybreak SSW at 10km/hr and accelerating as the
day progressed to 30km/hr by noon. The overnight temperature in
Hamilton on the 28th was around 2oC and reached a high of 13.2oC
at noon, before starting to decline. For birds migrating on 1 March,
the weather had changed markedly with overnight temperatures of
1oC and a wind shift to the N and then NE overnight. These birds
would have received an appreciable tail-wind through the Hamilton
area with wind speeds of 35km/hr by 11:00 a.m.
The table below shows the majority of the Tundra Swans sightings
from 28 February in the HSA. Some I have left out as the numbers
are small. The table gives the time or time range of the observations
and numbers observed. The “S” category is the source of the record
whether HamiltonBirds (H), BrantBirds (B), eBird (E), birding
blog (BB), or personal communication (P). The last category (C)
means counted (* indicates counted towards the final total), a
determination on my part whether the record is counted towards
the final days total. A bit of an explanation is needed. For most birds
moving along the north shore of Lake Ontario in the daytime, I did
not count these as I could not be certain that these birds were not
counted as they flew over Cootes Paradise. Also, these birds may
also be the birds that were counted later in the day in fields to the
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west in Flamborough (three locations) and near Glen Morris, or
landed in the Lake off Burlington or in Cootes Paradise. I only
counted the flying late day birds on the north shore that would not
have been seen anywhere else. Birds that were flying along the south
shore of Lake Ontario were not counted either as these birds could
have been counted over Cootes Paradise or tracked northwards
and may have ended up in the aforementioned fields. However,
birds that were flying south of the Mountain were all counted as I
believe most of these birds did not land and kept flying westwards
over Brantford or south of Brantford. I also did not count any of
the evening birds mentioned by Bill Harris and Jackson Hudecki as
these birds may be birds already counted that took flight from the
Lake, Cootes Paradise or Flamboro Downs. It is impossible to know,
but at least I believe I have not overestimated the flight. If anything,
it was underestimated, perhaps by a significant number.
7:37 a.m.

120

Concession 5 W and Fairchild Creek

7:50 a.m.

60

8:00 – 9:00
a.m.

Tundra Swan at LaSalle Park, 28 February 2018 - photo Dave Trumbell.

E

*

"I had 2 flocks of Tundra Swans fly over this morning, about 60 in all" [Graham Ave Angie Williams
N, Hamilton

H

*

400

"Estimate. Numerous flocks of varying sizes migrating over Bronte Creek P.P."

Dave Pryor, Garth
Riley

E

8:00 a.m.

35

"Flyover heading west. Exact count" [Linc and Upper Gage].

Buddy Myles

E

*

8:25 – 8:55
a.m.

610

"So far, 610 or so Tundra Swans have flown over [Saltfleet Marsh] so its a big day for Len Manning
them so far".

H

*

8:30 a.m.

53

Over Cootes Paradise

Rob Porter

E

*

8:30 a.m.

60

"I had a flock of 60 Tundra Swans flying over my kids bus stop on Governor’s Rd,
Dundas".

Lesley McDonnell

P

8:30 a.m. –
9:30 a.m.

300

Over W Oakville and Burlington at Walkers Line, S of QEW to Lakeshore

Peter Thoem

BB

8:40 a.m.

135

"Flew over our house [Hwy 99 & St George Rd] headed north-west".

Brenda Irvine

E

8:45 a.m.

300

Over King Forest, Waterdown

Rich Poort

E

8:45 a.m.

200

"Two large groups just flew over southeast Burlington" [Burloak near lake]

Cathy Monrow

H

9:00 – 9:30
a.m.

200

Over Cootes Paradise

Ursula Kolster

P

9:00 – 10:00

550

"From Jim Heslop’s and Tom Crook’s bench in the Cartwright Tract this morning
between 9 and 10 counted 550 Tundra Swans flying west and I missed 3 flocks as I
walked out".

Bob Stamp

H

9:00 – 10:00
a.m.

550

"Twelve flocks flew over LaSalle this morning between nine and ten. I was blocked
by trees and just heard two of the flocks but the ten I saw had easily five hundred
and fifty".

Rob Buchanan

H

9:10 a.m.

150

"Yes we just had a flock of 150 over our yard in Glen Morris. Heading southwest
towards Paris".

Ellen Horak

H

9:30 a.m.

175

"Three flocks @150-200 birds also heading SW at 9:30 in SW Oakville at Rebecca/
Third Line area".

Randy Droniuk

H

9:30 a.m.

512

"I had 512 go over St. George before I had to leave for work".

James Lees

H

9:40 a.m.

97

"In flight, over the house" [Hwy 99 & St George Rd]

Brenda Irvine

E

9:40 a.m.

120

"viewing location was on the north-west edge of town, just below Dundas Peak. All
the birds were moving either directly above me or south of this position"

Chris Dunn

P

*

9:43 a.m.

115

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

Chris Dunn

P

*

9:44 a.m.

23

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

Chris Dunn

P

*

9:45 a.m.

125

"100 + 25 of them flying W over St Joe’s Villa Dundas @ 9:45 am".

Jerry Chapple

P

9:50 a.m.

124

"I’ve seen three groups of 32, ~65, and 29 flying over the east side of Grimsby this
morning. All heading in a generally westward direction".

Mike MacLeod

H

9:50 a.m.

30

viewing location was as for 9:40 a.m. above

Chris Dunn

P
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9:52 a.m.

74

“

“

“

“

“

“

Chris Dunn

P

*

9:53 a.m.

18

“

“

“

“

“

“

Chris Dunn

P

*

9:54

94

“

“

“

“

“

“

Chris Dunn

P

*

9:55 – 10:35
a.m.

300

"could be a low estimate" [flyovers and in fields at Saltfleet Marsh]

Joanne Redwood

E

*

10:00 a.m.

250

Observed flying southwest on the lower limits of the study area Haldimand/
William Andrus
Cayuga Hwy 3 & 54. Two large groups within 10 minutes of each other - at least 250
individuals combined.

H

*

10:00 – 10:40
a.m.

600

"Flyovers, continuously" at Windermere Basin

Cathy Crease

E

10:00 – 1:00
p.m.

800

800 flew over Dundas Valley Conservation Area, heading west between 10am-1pm

James Lees

P

10:10 a.m.

40

Over QEW and Burloak Dr

Dawn Johnson

H

10:10 a.m.

150

viewing location as for 9:40 a.m. above

Chris Dunn

P

*

10:13 a.m.

280

“

Chris Dunn

P

*

“

“

“

“

“

Tundra Swans over LaSalle Park - 28 February 2018 - photo Rob Buchanan.

10:15 a.m.

325

"At 10:15 from Fallsview Road I could see multiple skeins of Tundra Swans flying
up the Dundas valley. The skeins were at different heights and distances so my
count of 325 may be low".

Sandy Darling

H

10:23 a.m.

195

viewing location as for 9:40 a.m. above

Chris Dunn

P

*

10:28 a.m.

87

“

“

“

“

“

“

Chris Dunn

P

*

10:32 a.m.

67

“

“

“

“

“

“

Chris Dunn

P

*

10:34 a.m.

206

“

“

“

“

“

“

Chris Dunn

P

*

10:40 a.m.

86

"Just came back from my walk. At 10:40 a.m. there were 2 large flocks heading west
numbering 47 and 39 swans respectively. Heads up".

Jim Watt

H

10:45

80

"Over Burloak Rd & Michigan Dr, Oakville".

Beth Jefferson

P

10:45

80

Over 157 Blythe Cres, Oakville

Jim Watt

E

11:00

38

Over Mt. Albion Rd

Bonnie Kinder

E

11:00

45

Over Rattray Marsh

Virginia Carey

E

11:00 a.m.

66

viewing location was as for 9:40 a.m. above

Chris Dunn

P
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11:00

80

Over Bronte Marsh

Rob Buchanan

P

11:45 a.m.

70

Over Great lakes/Rebecca SWP

Dave Trumbell

E

12:30 p.m.

500

"Driving over the High Level Bridge early this afternoon, I saw 500-600 swans on
Cootes".

Paul Smith

P

12:30 p.m.

500

Flooded fields south of 920 Concession 8 W

Jake Zwart

P

1:25 p.m.

196

"counted, 31,85,80, flying west" [Bronte Harbour]

Mark Jennings

E

1:30 p.m.

312

Migrating over Cosby Rd, Lincoln

Nancy Smith

E

*

2:00 p.m.

500

On water at Cootes Paradise

Sarah Richer

E

*

2:30 p.m.

750

In field along Glen Morris Rd, 500m E of Glen Morris [landowner confirmed birds
had been there since 10:00 a.m.]

Denys Gardiner

P

*

2:40 p.m.

50

Over Magnolia and Mohawk St, Hamilton

Lyn Hanna-Folkes

P

*

3:00 p.m.

245

Sitting on lake off Sioux Lookout

Rob Buchanan

P

*

3:10 p.m.

175

Four groups totalling about 175 birds. Birds were first heard, then seen, and
appeared to have just taken flight; heading northwest. Likely flew from somewhere
between Governor’s Rd to the south, German School Rd to the north, St. George
Rd. to the west and Harrisburg Rd to the east.

Brenda Irvine

E

3:40 p.m.

39

"I just spotted another 39 this time flying north back towards the escarpment area
again on the fringes of the Study Area in Cayuga".

William Andrus

P

*

4:00 p.m.

70

"This number is approximate" [over Conklin Cres, Brantford].

Kyla Bezkerow

E

*

4:30 p.m.

200

"I believe there were well over 200 Tundra Swans on the Lake off Spencer Smith
Park with more drifting in from the east".

Anna Porter

P

4:30 p.m.

1,250 On Flamborough Downs property

James Lees

P

*

4:30 p.m.

70

Over downtown Brantford

Denys Gardiner

P

*

4:45 p.m.

40

Over Paris [coming from the east]

Janet Snaith

B

*

5:08 p.m.

200

"Large flock flying over - heading southwest over Glen Morris"

Ellen Horak

E

5:15 p.m.

510

Mountsberg Reservoir

Mike Cadman

E

*

5:30 p.m.

130

In field at Hwy 56 and Conc 2, Haldimand

Shelly Hamilton

P

*

5:46 p.m.

129

Over McMaster Forest

Rob Porter

E

*

5:45 p.m.

470

"I spotted about 500 [470] Tundra Swans in a flooded farm field on the north side
of 8th Concession E, Flamborough, between Hwy 6 & Centre Rd".

Yves Scholten

P

*

5:45 – 6:15
p.m.

638

"Between 5:45 and 6:15 p.m. at Michigan Dr (off Burloak Dr), Luc Fazio and I
counted about 18 flocks totalling 638 birds! All moving along the lakeshore, west".

Mark Jennings

H

*

6:00 p.m.

45

45 high flying swans heading west-south-west over east Hamilton; viewed from
Grays Rd and Barton area.

Jason Miller

P

*

6:00 p.m.

80

Over south Brantford

Bill Lamond

H

*
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Hunting Trilliums in South Carolina
by Bob Curry

H

aving spent a couple of weeks in Florida in March of 2018
Glenda and I started north for home on March 31. Staying
the night at Hardeeville on the I 95 we noted two things: 1. The
weather to the north was wet and wintry and 2. We were within a
few hours drive of the Upper Savannah River with its possibilities
of several trillium species. Accordingly, on Easter Sunday April
1 we drove NW along country roads in the coastal plain. Sandy
fields alternated with cypress swamps. Small white clapboard
Baptist churches everywhere were a further reminder that we
were in the Deep South. A huge Bull Durham sign decorated a
brick wall. It was a beautiful, cool, sunny morning.

Catesby’s Trillium (T. catesbaei).

Author Bob Curry.

At the end of the day this was our favourite new trillium. This
partly because it is named after famous 18th Century Carolina
naturalist, Mark Catesby (American Bullfrog [Rana catesbeiana]
is a more well-known species named after him); and partly
because of its delicate structure and beauty. At one point a Zebra
Swallowtail nectared among the trilliums – what a photo that
would have made! This is a nodding pedicellate trillium with the
delightful alternate common name, Bashful Wakerobin. Most

flowers were a delicate pink but one or two were white.
We had only seen Halberdleaved Violet (V. hastata)
once before with Andrew
Gibson in SE Ohio. A
Carolina Anole paused on
a log. Temperatures were
not hot enough to render it
bright green.

Woodland slope at Sumter National Forest

As we passed through North Augusta we realized that it was
only a day or two before throngs arrived for The Masters golf
tournament. If the Masters is a rite of spring for millions then
hunting for trilliums is equally valid but for a scant few. We were
headed for Steven’s Creek Heritage Preserve a site known for

Catesby's Trillium

numerous rare plant and animal species. It was not so easy as,
initially, we missed the small road sign where we should have
turned towards the preserve. But nature study is nothing if not
serendipitous. Stopping at a sign in the Sumter National Forest.
We discovered on the slopes of an open oak forest, a stand of
Page 12

No locals had ever heard
of Steven’s Creek
Heritage Preserve but
eventually
Glenda
saw a sign partly
hidden in the woods.
We read the sign
and set off down the
Carolina Anole.
wooded slopes. A
couple of Southeastern Five-lined Skinks scuttled away. An
immaculate White M Hairstreak swept its hind wings to and fro
on the leaf litter.
Halberd-leaved Violet.

Shooting Star (Dodecatheon
meadia) was on the board
as one of “the stars” of the
site so we were delighted
to see this new lifer.
We had a bit of trouble
with a sessile trillium on
the lower slopes because
it was mostly not yet in

White-M Hairstreak at Steven's Creek
Heritage Preserve.
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flower. However, a few had
yellow buds and, using the
Case description and range
we determined it to be
Trillium discolor or Faded
Trillium. Case gave it the
delightful appellation, Small
Yellow Toadshade.

Shooting Star at Steven's Creek
Heritage Preserve.

the distinctive Lance-leaved Trillium (T. lancifolium).

But we really wanted to
descend to the floodplain.
The uplands and slopes are
underlain by acidic soils but
the floodplain has neutral
soils. This scene shows the
bluff and the edge of the
floodplain.
In fairly short order we found

Lanced-leaved Trillium.

However, we weren’t done as Glenda found a single Southern
Nodding Trillium (T. rugelii).

Small Yellow Toadshade or Faded Trillium.

The flower is hidden beneath the
leaves.
But a beautiful flower it is. As Case points out, compared to
Nodding Trillium (T. cernuum), that is found in central Ontario,
rugelii is more robust and has larger, dark purple anthers.
We climbed upslope well satisfied with our efforts, pausing to

admire lovely Flowering Dogwoods.
All photos by Bob Curry.

Floodplain habitat for trilliums.
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International Birding: Where to Start and What to Do
by Alexander (Sandy) Darling

M

y wife, Jeni, and I started to bird internationally when
we lived in Egypt for almost five years. We were very
lucky, because my boss was a very keen and excellent birder. He
suggested where to go and whom to contact, and took over the
organization of one trip when I told him where we planned to
go. From time to time I am asked questions about how to start
to bird internationally and this article is designed to share what I
often tell people.

“Where should I go?”
This depends on what you want to do. Do you want to accumulate
a lot of new birds, or travel in a country that is similar to Canada,
or go somewhere where English is spoken, or somewhere where
you can avoid jet lag, or ….? One easy thing is to build some
time into a foreign trip that you plan to do anyway. On a trip to
see relatives, we normally add a few days for birding, and on a
business trip I often tried to add a couple days of holiday.
•

•

•

Avoiding jet lag: a winter trip to the Caribbean can
provide a number of birds endemic to various islands,
most notably Jamaica, Cuba, Dominican Republic
and Puerto Rica. In Central America, Costa Rica and
Panama will provide many new species and provide an
introduction to neotropical families. South America
is called “the bird continent” for good reason, but
the number of species can be overwhelming, so that
countries such as Guyana or Argentina are good
places to start, because the species lists are shorter.
English-speaking countries: obviously Britain
qualifies, although its bird list is relatively small.
Other countries to consider are Australia (distances
are long), New Zealand, Indian sub-continent, South
Africa, Ghana, Kenya and Guyana.
Accumulating a lot of new birds: generally, the closer
you are to the equator, the bigger will be your list. Some
of the countries that would qualify include Thailand,
Indian sub-continent, Kenya, Cameroon, and a
number of countries in South America. Personally,
I would not advocate this approach, because this can
be overwhelming. We were glad that we encountered
South Africa before Kenya, and Argentina before
Ecuador, so that we could have a gentle introduction
to new families.

There are obviously other factors to consider. If you can, build in
time to see the scenery or to learn more about the country and its
culture, such as the remnants of Mayan culture in Guatemala and
Mexico, or the Inca culture in Peru. Try to get to museums or art
galleries to learn more about the country.

What are the options?
Thinking of visiting a country that you do not know or
encountering a language you do not know can be intimidating.
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A safe option is to go with one of a number of companies,
typically in the U.K., U.S.A. or South Africa, that specialize in
international birding. Normally you will be met at the airport, all
meals will be provided, transportation is arranged and there will
be a guide. You should check out how many will be in the group,
whether tips are included, how much time the leader has spent
in the country. To find such companies just Google “[country]
bird trips” and you’ll find tours easily. Don’t just look at price.
Lower prices often mean larger groups and less chance of seeing
the birds well.
Often we have hired local companies or guides, and have found
that two of us can have a trip with a local guide for the same or
lower price than one pays for an international company, where
you are paying for someone to fly from a developed country
and be paid an international rate. This has been our preference,
because the money stays in the country and helps the local
economy. This in turn may help conservation by showing that
eco-tours can bring revenue to a country.
Birding independently is an option that is the cheapest and it is
more practical in some countries than others. This option works
well in Europe, English-speaking countries and some countries
where you can use the language to some extent. We found that
this worked in Argentina, but I’d hesitate to do this in other South
American countries. In some cases one can supplement a private
trip with hiring guides for specific locations or by signing on the
short packages. We have used local guides for parts of trips in
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Argentina. In Australia
we found two locations where we could sign up for a three-day
package.
There are also some guides or companies that will arrange a trip
for you, and you then operate independently. This worked well
for us in Cuba, and for a key location a local guide was arranged
for us. The cost of the service was about $250.00 US per person.

Where to go in a country
Many resources are available. For many continents and countries
one can find books that identify key bird sites, what one might
see and when to go. Some of these guides are local to a city, state
or similar sub-unit of a country. Increasingly, however, most
of the information can be found on the web. Individuals and
companies often write trip reports that can be found by searching
for “[country] bird trip reports”. From these one can find when
people go, where they go and what they found. Such reports often
will comment on the guides that were used, although writers are
often circumspect about being critical!

How to evaluate companies and guides
A guide will make or break a trip, so you should try to find out as
much as you can. Personal recommendations are probably best,
because you can have a frank discussion with a person who has
The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2018

experienced a trip. Trip reports, especially, by individuals, can be
very revealing. Many companies will often carry commendations
on the website; obviously these will be favorable, but you may
find one written by a person you know as I did for a trip to Peru.
Most international companies use a local guide, and this in itself is
a commendation. There are at least two African countries that I can
think of where the same local guide is used by most international
countries; we have used both of these guides and they were firstrate and current with what is happening and where the birds are. Is
the guide a specialist for the country? In a number of cases we have
used a person who has written or was writing a guide book for the
country, so they obviously knew the country and the birds.

Getting ready for the trip
Most of the companies and guides will tell you things that you
need to do, but there are some things that are worth emphasizing.
Make sure that you have travel insurance and that you visit a

travel clinic before you go to see what shots or medications are
needed. Check current visa requirements; we almost got put on
a plane back to our starting point, because visa requirements had
changed. Check what currency is accepted. Generally United States
dollars are most easily traded and have the lowest spread. In some
countries the spread is 1% for US dollars and 5% for Canadian,
and so it is worth paying 2% in Canada to get US dollars. Find out
if the guide has a telescope or not. Check what clothing is needed
and be prepared for variations; early mornings can be cold and
mid-day can be hot. Get the relevant guide-books and study them
before you go. Ask questions if you are in doubt.
You will find that most trips are just fine and you will have a
wonderful time, but just go with the flow, be prepared for changes
and enjoy yourself seeing birds that you have never seen before.

Gray Jay to Reclaim its Canadian Identity with Name Change
Jana G. Pruden, The Globe and Mail

I

t may not be our national bird quite yet, but the Canada Jay is
sure starting to sound like it.

An effort by a group of devoted Canadian birders to make a
smart and hearty corvid the National Bird of Canada took a
significant flight forward this spring with the restoration of
Perisoreus canadensis – known for the past 60 years as the Gray
Jay – to its original name, the Canada Jay.
“What could be a more perfect bird for Canada, besides all
the other reasons why it makes a great choice, than having it
named after our country?” said Professor David Bird, a B.C.
ornithologist who is among those leading the effort to have the
jay formally recognized as a national symbol. He says 2018, the
Year of the Bird, is a natural time to do it. “It just for me is a nobrainer,” he says.
Although known as the Canada Jay since the early 1800s, the
bird became the Gray Jay in 1957 and remained that way until
a proposal to the North American Classification Committee of
the American Ornithological Society last year. The proposal was
authored and spearheaded by Dan Strickland, an ornithologist
and Canada Jay enthusiast. Mr. Strickland could not be reached
for comment on Monday and Prof. Bird said he believed Mr.
Strickland was out engaged in his Canada Jay research.
The name change will be announced in the July supplement of
the American Ornithological Society’s publication, The Auk.
But Prof. Bird said news is already “spreading like wildfire” in
Canadian birding communities.
The idea of a national bird gained prominence after a 2015
contest by the Royal Canadian Geographical Society. The Gray
Jay did not initially win the contest, but placed in the top five
and was later chosen as the winner. Prof. Bird says other finalists
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– the Common Loon, the Snowy Owl and the Black-capped
Chickadee – should not even have been in the running given
that they are already provincial birds and that the remaining topfive finalist, “ugh, the Canada Goose,” is not a good choice to
represent the country (“Over my dead body,” Prof. Bird said).
Instead, Prof. Bird and those on “Team Canada Jay” say there
could be no other choice than the Canada Jay. As Prof. Bird argues
in documents such as Why Canada Should Have a National Bird
and the 17-point The Canada Jay For Canada’s National Bird, the
jay is clever and tough, doesn’t migrate in the winter, can breed
in frigid temperatures and will draw Canadians to the boreal
forests and parks in which it lives.
“I just feel that this bird so embodies Canadian personality and
psyche,” he says. “It’s so friendly, it’s intelligent, it’s hearty. And
that, to me, epitomizes the Canadian spirit.”
The birds also have a strong connection to First Nations culture
and are sometimes called Whisky Jacks or Whiskey Jacks, a
name derived from Wisakedjak, meaning prankster or trickster.
The Canada Jay has some heavy hitters in its nest, including
both prominent ornithologists and bird lovers such as Robert
Bateman and Elizabeth May. But it won’t be official unless the
government declares it so and Prof. Bird says recent letters have
yielded a disappointing string of responses, saying there were no
plans to adopt any new national symbols. But birders don’t give
up quite so easily.
Prof. Bird says he’s prepared to walk across Canada and gather
a million signatures for the Canada Jay, an effort he’s already
dubbed “The Great Canadian Jay Walk.” “I don’t want to have
to do that,” he said. “But I would do it if I have to because I just
believe in it so much.”
Reprinted from The Globe and Mail, 21 May 2018.
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Grimsby Wetlands Update
by Bruce Mackenzie

A

number of projects are moving along at the Grimsby
Wetlands. Formerly the Biggar Sewage lagoon property,
the land is located about 1km east of Fifty Point Conservation
Area on Winston Rd in the extreme west end of Grimsby. It is
immediately west of the radio tower lands.
The property is 25 acres and the HNC has permission from the
Region of Niagara to carry out wildlife / habitat enhancement
projects on the 16 acres that the Region owns. The other 9 acres,
the northern pond, is owned by the Department of National
Defence.
Dr. Bill Davis, recently came across a newly hatched Eastern
Painted Turtle heading from its nest to the water this spring. One
of the future projects is to place turtle nesting sites beside the
ponds.
On June 1st Laurie and I saw six large
Painted Turtles basking and two
females some distance away from the
ponds likely looking for nesting sites.
One turtle had recovered nicely from
a previous injury. It was extensive on
its left side (see photo below). We
Hatchling Eastern Painted
then we came across a female laying Turtle at Grimsby Wetland,
eggs in a shallow nest just south of the 10 May 2018 - photo Bill
Davis.
viewing tower. The first two eggs were
laid while we were there in a short time. The hole was less that
7cm deep. Hard digging
in the drying clay soils.
We wondered just how
many females were out of
the ponds nesting? One
Snapping Turtle, about
30cm, was also seen near
the surface in one of the
small ponds.
Mr. Jack Homer looks
after the Tree Swallow
nest box trail and last year
over 65 Tree Swallows were fledged on the property.
Eastern Painted Turtle at Grimsby
Wetlands presumably looking for a nesting
site, 1 June 2018 - photo Bruce Mackenzie.

Turtle basking islands were built and
installed along with loafing platforms for
waterbirds.

Bruce Mackenzie.

The above projects have been built with
mostly repurposed materials from old dinghies, used lumber,
used snow fences, to scrap steel for anchors.
Original Greenscapes constructed and installed a large Barn
Swallow nesting structure this spring. We owe this company a
big thanks. We
are keeping our
fingers crossed for
it to attract Barn
Swallows. From
my experience it
takes some time
for Barn Swallows
to explore and
adopt new nesting
sites. There is a
large and growing New viewing platform on the east side of Six Acre
colony of Barn
Pond, 5 April 2018 - photo Bruce Mackenzie.
Swallows at Fifty
Point Conservation Area so there are plenty of birds in the area.
At Fifty Point there are four buildings being used now for nesting
with the largest concentration at the
Marina Centre. The Marina Centre is
about the best place I know for people
to get up close to Barn Swallows and
their nests. The large number of people
going by daily at the Marina Centre do
not disturb the birds.
Floating artificial
Muskrat hut for nesting
waterfowl, 22 April 2018 photo Bruce Mackenzie.

This summer a gravel pad will be
placed near the ponds for future
Killdeer and Spotted Sandpiper nesting
opportunities. Waterford Quarries, the

A new viewing platform has been
constructed on the east shore of 6 acre
pond. Photographers asked for this location
as it seems to be the perfect location for
early morning photography of water and
shorebirds. The morning sun is to the
photographers back. Soon there will be a
bench on the platform.
This winter was busy with the construction Tree Swallow box
maintained by Jack
of floating platforms in the ponds. Two are Homer, 22 April - photo
similar to floating artificial muskrat houses. Bruce Mackenzie.
Canada Geese took immediately to them for nesting.
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Barn Swallow nesting structure (background) and information
on the Barn Swallow and these nesting structures at Grimsby
Wetlands - photo Bruce Mackenzie.
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company that the HNC leases the Vinemount Meadows Sanctuary
from, will be donating the gravel for this and the sand for the
turtle nesting sites.
A two storey wildlife viewing
tower has been placed
centrally on the property as
part of the Town of Grimsby’s
new waterfront trail that
comes into the property.

gmail.com.
Of course, most of this work could not have been accomplished
had it not been for a most generous donation from the Lois
Evans Natural Heritage Fund through the Hamilton Community
Foundation. Lois is a long-time member of the HNC and an avid
birder. A true “Friend” of the Grimsby Wetlands.

To date, three pieces of public
art have been selected and
installed on the property.
A two storey viewing tower at
We are hoping to provide Grimsby
Wetlands has been centrally
a multitude of reasons for placed at the property, 5 April 2018 photo Bruce Mackenzie.
people to visit and enjoy the
property. The stained-glass frog has its own dock and is located
out from shore on the south west
pond.
In late April, members from the
Friends of the Grimsby Wetlands
came out in horrendous rain and
cold and planted 140 native trees
and shrubs.

Friends of Grimsby Wetlands planting trees in miserable weather on 27
April 2018 - photo Paul Philp.

More projects are lined up for Stained-glass frog at Grimsby
the fall. If anyone is interested in Wetlands, one of three pieces of
artwork that have been installed
helping in any way, please contact there, 5 April 2018 - photo Bruce
Mackenzie.
Bruce Mackenzie, kintail52@

Bullfrog at Menet Lake Road, Stonecliffe, Renfrew County - 19 June 2018 - photo Kevin McLaughlin.
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Summer Tanager at Rondeau P.P., 15 May 2018.

Painted Trillium at Algonquin Park - 2 June 2018.

Some Ontario
Photos in spring
2018 by Bonnie
Kinder

Sleepy Duskywing at Walsingham, Norfolk County, 15 May 2018.

Prairie Warbler at Point Pelee N.P., 8 May 2018.
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Mink Frog at Algonquin Park, 2 June 2018.
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Madagascar: A World Apart with Sandy Darling
by Michael Rowlands

T

he March meeting of the Bird Study Group began as usual
with various announcements. Normally at this time, director
Bruce Mackenzie stated, we would be awarding the Robert Curry
Trophy to the young adult in the Hamilton Study Area who had
seen the most species of birds in the previous year, but this year
there were no applicants! He appealed to everyone present to help
get the word out for this year’s contest. If you know any eligible
young people or relatives with an interest in birding, direct them
to the HNC website for the rules and a checklist so they can start
recording their 2018 sightings!
In the breaking news department,
Bruce informed us that the town of
Sauble Beach’s mayor had authorized
the grading of the beach, effectively
destroying the habitat of the Piping
Plovers who have started making a
recovery there in recent years. This
mayor feels the birds and restrictions
to travel on certain sections of
the beach during the nesting and
fledging times are a “hindrance to
Author Mike Rowlands - photo tourism.” If you are disappointed
from LinkedIn.
with this decision, you’re invited
to send your comments to any elected officials in South Bruce
Peninsula/Wiarton/Sauble Beach. Many other communities
in similar circumstances are only too happy to help protect
endangered species and welcome eco-tourists who support their
actions.
Our speaker for the evening was Sandy Darling, a long-time
member of the HNC and the BSG, who has travelled extensively
with his wife Jenni to many countries. He started by saying that
Madagascar is sometimes considered the “eighth continent”
because it was separated from other continental masses 88
million years ago and has many species of plants, animals, and
birds not found anywhere else in the world.
Sitting 450 km east
of
Mozambique
in
southeastern
Africa,
Madagascar is the fourth
largest island in the world
(1600 km long x 500
km wide) and a former
French colony. It receives
its rainfall mostly from
the east, resulting in a
humid rainforest along
Sub-desert Mesite in Spiny Forest
the eastern coastal plain
and mountains. The
central plateau boasts many rice fields, created when the clay is
removed to make bricks for housing for the expanding human
The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2018

population and the resultant depressions
are flooded to form paddies. The
southwest is characterized by a spiny
forest and the northwest by a dry forest.
Each area has its unique mix of birds.
Their trip with a small Rockjumper
Birding Tours group in November
2017, just before the annual rainy
season, began in Madagascar’s capital,
Antananarivo (Tana). After birding
Sandy Darling, 2
around the capital for a few days and October 2014 - photo
Jeni Darling.
taking a road trip to the east coast and
back, they flew from Tana to Tulear and
the island of Nosy Ve in the southwest. They returned by a very
long bus trip through the central part of the island to the capital
with several stops along the way, flew from there to Mahajanga
in the northwest, and then back to the capital. With the route
outlined, Sandy then proceeded to show us photos taken on
the trip and first talked about Madagascar’s five or six endemic
families of birds.

The Malagasy region has five
endemic families (Mesites,
Cuckoo-Roller, GroundRollers, Asities, and Malagsy
Warblers), one near-endemic
family (Vangas), and Couas
(an endemic group of ground
cuckoos). The photographs
within this article show
examples of birds from these
families.
The Mesites are a separate order of birds, comprised of three
species: Brown Mesite, Sub-desert Mesite, and White-breasted
Mesite. They are camouflaged, flightless forest and scrubland
birds like rails that feed on insects and seeds and walk with an
almost horizontal stance.
Rollers exist in Europe, Africa, and Australia and get their name
from the way they sway from side to side in flight. They take their
prey by swooping from above, but Madagascar’s five endemic
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Sickle-billed Vanga - photo Sandy Darling.

Thamnoris (left), one of the Malagasy warblers. Long-tailed GroundRoller (right) - photos Sandy Darling.

Ground-roller species find their food on the ground. We saw
photos of the Broad-billed, Long-tailed, Short-legged, and (the
nest of the) Scaly Roller. The Cuckoo-roller is the only bird in its
order and is about 50 cm (20 in) long and resembles a hawk with
a big head and broad wings.
The Malagasy Warblers needed DNA sequencing to determine
they were a separate family! The 11 species are insectivores found
in the humid rainforests of the east as well as in the spiny forests
of southwest Madagascar. Previously these species were thought
to belong to other families such as bulbuls, babblers, jeries, and
old world warblers.

Schlegel’s Asity (left) and Giant Coua (right) - photo Sandy Darling.

The Asity family has four species: Velvet and Schlegel’s Asities
with straight bills, and Common and Yellow-bellied Sunbirdasities with decurved bills. Asities are small forest birds that have
brightly coloured caruncles or wattles around the eyes of the
males.
The Coua family has nine species that resemble ground cuckoos,
varying 40-60 cm in length. The bare skin around the eyes of the
males has a characteristic colour in each species.
Finally, the Vangas, with 21 species, are a “near-endemic” family
because they are endemic to a wider region that includes Africa
and India. Sandy showed us the wide variation in size, plumage,
and bills with his shots of Archbold’s Newtonia, Sickle-billed,
Van Dam’s, and Rufous Vangas.

on the trip that are not in the endemic families, such as the
beautiful Red-tailed Tropicbird, whose flat feet act as rudders when
it flies; the long-tailed and secretive Coucal; Red Fody, Madagascar
Hoopoe, and Sakalava Weaver; Cattle Egrets in bleeding plumage;
endemic Meller’s Ducks; Greater Vasa Parrots whose males pull out
the females’ feathers
in their courtship
displays; Torotoroka
Scops-Owls;
and
Madagascan
and
Collared
Nightjars.
In all, over 170 bird
species were seen on
the trip; 100 or so of
them endemics! For
anyone who wants to
Cattle Egret in breeding plumage - photo
visit, he recommended
Sandy Darling.
the 2015 Birds of
Madagascar and the Indian Ocean Islands by Frank Hawkins, Roger
Safford and Adrian Skerrett in the Helm Field Guides series.
Of course, you cannot go to
Madagascar without seeing
lemurs and chameleons so
Sandy had many photos
of
these
interspersed
throughout his presentation
as well. Sadly, like many of
the birds, they too are facing
problems of decreasing
habitats as human activity
expands across the island.
Fortunately, a large park
called the Anja Community
Reserve has been created to
protect the lemurs and other
creatures and allow people
to come and view them in
a protected environment.
From what Sandy showed and told us, Madagascar is truly a
world apart.

The rest of his photos showed us many of the other birds seen
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Burlington Tree Tour in the Roseland Community
by Louise Unitt

H

azarding a guess, I’d say that most people – naturalists in
particular – are more attracted to sizable woodlands in a
rural setting than to the modest stands of trees that live in the
urban areas where we live and work. We tend to take little notice
of our neighbourhood trees, even those right outside our front
door. While truly majestic specimens are admittedly scarce in city
and town, that’s all the more reason to seek out those pockets of
greenery that have survived development. Best places to search in
are older established neighbourhoods, where trees of impressive
girth and height are more likely to persevere. Easily accessible,
they offer the harried city dweller an oasis in the midst of a
stressful day.
We know that people do well in a natural environment, but can
urban nature play a similar role? I’m grateful to Gerten Basom
for recommending a book by Florence Williams, The Nature Fix:
Why Nature Makes Us Happier, Healthier, and More Creative,
where I came across support for this view. In Williams’ words,
“Although we can’t always do much to turn off the barrage of
stressors in our lives, we can try harder to get the restorative
reprieves – from quick nature doses to longer ones – that give our
thinking brains a chance to recover.”
Reporting on a study conducted by Japanese immunologist Qing
Li, Williams summarizes the results after Li’s subjects walked
in the woods for a couple of hours on three consecutive days.
“Blood tests showed their natural killer cells had increased 40
percent. Moreover, the boost lasted for seven days.” What has this
to do with urban nature? “Curious to know if a one-hour trip to
a city park would have a similar effect,” Li discovered that it did,
although the “immune surge” did not last as long. If a city park can
confer measurable benefits, might a leafy neighbourhood evoke a
comparable response? So it would seem, according to a series of
studies carried out in a Chicago public housing project. Residents
whose windows overlooked grass and trees experienced a greater
sense of wellbeing than those who were surrounded by concrete
and asphalt.
This is not to suggest that nature in the wild – “real” nature –
isn’t the ideal, only that urban nature has its own rewards. A fine
example can be found in south-central Burlington’s Roseland
district, most of which is as lushly treed as any municipal park.
On September 17 of last year, I attended a walk sponsored by the
Roseland Community Organization (RCO), a group of residents
who are vigilant about preserving their neighbourhood’s natural
and built heritage.
Present-day Roseland lies between New Street and Lakeshore
Road, extending east from Guelph Line to Pomona Avenue. It
consists of 300+ homes spread over approximately 115 acres.
Chestnut Grove, as the area was initially known, had a far more
modest footprint in 1921, when the first houses were built along
1st Street. Developer Ross Hart included a tree – usually a maple
– with every lot, thus steering the community towards its verdant
future.
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At the September 11, 2017 HNC
meeting, Tom McIlveen announced the
upcoming Burlington Tree Tour, whose
purpose was to introduce the public to
Roseland’s trees and heritage. Even so,
Beth Jefferson and I were the only Club
members to attend the September 17
outing. Most of the participants lived
in Roseland, one woman hailing from
Millgrove.

Author Louise Unitt.

Walks were scheduled for 1:30 and 3:00 p.m., to cover the northern
and southern areas respectively. Both convened on the grounds
of Roseland Country Club Park, at the corner of South Drive
and Roseland Avenue. Maps were handed out pinpointing the
locations of “trees of distinction”, high-profile trees (literally!) that
enhance the tree canopy. Many have achieved impressive girth,
among them a Butternut, a Red Oak, an Eastern Cottonwood and
a Silver Maple. But the hands-down champion would have to be
a Copper Beech that boasts a 79-inch diameter. In addition to
species on that select list, many other notable specimens, labelled
“trees of interest,” were pointed out by our guide, tree expert Tom
McIlveen.
Tom’s focus on trees was complemented by input from a
local historian, who filled us in on the background of the
neighbourhood and some its “character homes.” (A character
home is one whose attributes, such as size, scale and design, fit
in with its neighbours.) Trees were of course the main topic, and
Tom had plenty of facts at his fingertips, covering a broad range
of species.
Participants may have been puzzled to learn that the Kentucky
Coffee Tree has the largest leaves of any native Canadian tree.
Tom explained that what resembles a smallish leaf is, on closer
inspection, a leaflet—one of the 70 or so that comprise each of the
tree’s twice compound leaves.
Our attention was drawn to the rustle of windblown leaves in a
stand of Eastern Cottonwoods. The species is further distinguished
by the cottony tufts that help disperse its seeds. Tom counselled
against planting other species near a Black Walnut, whose tissues
exude a toxic compound that can inhibit the growth of nearby
plants.
One tree was deemed worthy of mention despite its location a
block east of Roseland proper. An ornamental pleasingly named
the Golden Rain Tree, this Chinese native bears vivid yellow
blossoms in summer. Eastern Redbuds were even farther past
their season of bloom. Tom described the delicate pink flowers
that sprout from their trunks and branches in early spring, even
before leaf-out. Every June, mature Black Locusts grace Roseland
Boulevard with fragrant clumps of white flowers. Clearly, return
visits were advisable to enjoy these three species at their most
decorative!
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Burlington's Roseland Neighbourhood. Roseland is a beautiful community close to the lake. Mature, tree-lined streets, large lots and an eclectic mix of
custom-built homes, rebuilds and renovations create a unique place to live - photo and text from burlingtonlifestyle.com.

Our guide singled out the Norway Maple – native to northern
Europe – as an undesirable alien. When a plant is removed
from its homeland, “the ecological links that made that plant a
contributing member of its ecosystem” are severed. So writes
Doug Tallamy in Bringing Nature Home: How Native Plants
Sustain Wildlife in Our Gardens. The energy of plants that
evolved elsewhere is generally unavailable to native insects, most
of which can only consume plants that it has evolved with. Native
plants, on the other hand, “support and produce more insects
than alien plants and therefore more numbers and species of
other animals.” Tallamy delves into the reasons on his website,
http://www.bringingnaturehome.net/gardening-for-life.html.
Of course, the Norway Maple is not the only alien tree to have
taken root in Roseland, and I’ve cited several already. Also, what I
took for an American Sycamore turned out to be a London Planetree, which is a hybrid of the alien Oriental Plane and the native
American Sycamore. A linden that I assumed was an American
Linden, a.k.a. American Basswood – a native – was in fact a
European Linden. I would also have mistaken a European Larch
for a native Tamarack, had Tom not let us in on an easy way to
distinguish between the two – the larger cones of a European Larch.
Unusual for conifers, both species shed their needles come fall, as
does Dawn Redwood, a “living fossil” native to China. The Ginkgo
is yet another ancient tree of Chinese origin. Given the decidedly
unpleasant odour of its fruit, only male trees are planted. Pointing
to a particularly tall and stately specimen, Tom confided that his
enthusiastic admiration of the tree may well have convinced the
homeowner to spare it during home renovations.
Tom and his wife, already residents of Roseland, were preparing
for a move to a new house they were having built. In keeping
with the RCO’s mission to preserve healthy, mature trees when
possible, Tom managed to spare a stately Austrian Pine whose
survival was imperilled by its proximity to the new structure.
While an imported species like this one may not measure up as
“a contributing member of its ecosystem,” it could be argued that
such a tree has earned its status by virtue of age, beauty and size.
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Another venerable elder is the Copper Beech I referred to earlier,
an ornamental cultivar of the European Beech.
Tom was keen to persuade us of the important roles of Roseland’s
trees. As mentioned above, natives such as Bur, White and Red
Oak, American Beech, American Basswood, American Sycamore,
and Silver, Sugar and Red Maple – all of which are represented
in Roseland – help sustain wildlife. Tom referred us to the
online National Tree Benefit Calculator, at www.treebenefits.
com/calculator, as an aid in assessing a tree’s environmental and
dollar value. When a user inputs some basic data—species, trunk
diameter, neighbourhood type and climate zone (the Northeast
Zone for our area), the program generates a pie chart that
monetizes the tree’s services, broken down by category. These
include savings through stormwater management and reduced
energy costs, along with increased property value and cleaner
air. For example, a large Sugar Maple can sequester 450 pounds
of carbon dioxide a year. In addition, the effects of trees on our
health and happiness, while significant, are harder to quantify.
According to the Roseland Community Organization website,
“This neighbourhood has a special ambiance and heritage to be
both enjoyed and protected.” The tree tour effectively shared that
vision with the public. Our guides had such a wealth of facts at
their fingertips that the tour ran well overtime, not wrapping up
until nearly 5 p.m.
I hope that this event, which was held in 2016 and 2017, will be
repeated next fall. In the meantime, I’d like to recommend The
Urban Tree Book by Arthur Plotnik, a tree enthusiast whose
mission is to put city residents “in closer touch with the trees you
see every day.”
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HSA Nature Note — Sulphur Springs

E

arlier this week (1 April 2018) as I was walking a stretch of the Bruce Trail in
Ancaster, I could smell a strong sulphurous odour. At first I thought it was the
steel mills up to their old tricks, but then I looked down into a small creek valley and
noticed a wide expanse of mineralization. It was another Ancaster sulphur spring.
It is at the point where the Bruce Trail turns off Filman Rd and heads towards the
footbridge over the 403.
I made my way down and took a closer look. There are several points at which the
water emerges and there is a long wide apron of blueish mineralization coating any
hard material and the creek floor. The water runs clear and pungent and is relatively
warm, at least not icy cold, and emergent vegetation a few feet downstream seems to be
evidence of the relative warmth.
There is another, well known, landmark sulphur spring on aptly-named Sulphur Springs
Road. It’s been tamed with tidy stonework, plastic piping and a parking area.

The "sulphurous spring" along the Bruce
Trail at Filman Road, Ancaster, 1 April 2018
- photo Peter Thoem.

Does anyone know how many sulphur springs there are there in the Ancaster area and beyond? And what’s the hydrological story
behind them, how come there is sulphur in the rock? – Peter Thoem.
As a childhood fossil collector, I know that the sedimentary rocks of southern Ontario
formed in a warm inland sea between the Proto-Appalachians/Appalachians and the
Canadian Shield between 500 million and 300 million years ago. The limestone layers
are particularly sulfur rich (derived from the rich sea life), especially those of the
Trenton formation that lies deep beneath our surface rocks. All these layers have been
tilted so that they plunge toward the south at a low angle.
The biological ooze from this rich sea formed the natural gas that still bubbles out at
points along the escarpment and was the basis for the old Haldimand gas fields. This
gas rises toward the north, filtering through porous sedimentary layers. The gas was
somewhat “sour” because of the hydrogen sulfide it contained from rotting biomass
(thinking rotten eggs). Water moving through the porous rocks dissolved hydrogen
sulfide. Certain bacteria use the hydrogen from the H2S either leaving the elemental
sulfur or recombining the sulfur into other compounds. Thus, around the springs there is
usually a whiff of rotten eggs and a crust of sulfur or some other insoluble compound. I
have found a yellow crust of pure sulfur around the spring that Peter mentions.

The real Sulphur Spring in the Dundas
Valley, 1 April 2018 - photo Peter Thoem.

By the way, the International Chemists Union, about two decades ago, opted for the American “sulfur” over the British
“sulphur”, but the British “aluminium” over the American “aluminum”, so these are the official scientific spellings, though the
creek retains its “ph” in its official name - Dave Moffatt.
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Columbia College Development Proposal Threatens Chedoke
Creek Ravine
by Gord McNulty
Several HNC members joined Hamilton writer and cabinetmaker
John Terpstra to enjoy a Jane’s Walk tour of the Chedoke Creek
Valley on May 5. It was an excellent opportunity to explore and
appreciate the valley and discuss its future after a controversial
decision by the Hamilton Conservation Authority in February
to approve a proposed student residence of two 15-storey towers

until it is channelized next to Highway
403 before making its way to Cootes
Paradise Marsh. John, who is writing
Author Gord McNulty.
a book about the creek and the valley,
points out that cities are increasingly “daylighting” streams
to open creeks that were formerly channelized and buried

John Terpstra outlined the potential of Chedoke Creek to enthusiasts who enjoyed his Jane's Walk presentation on May 5 - photo Gord McNulty.

at the southwest corner of Main Street West and Longwood
Road South for Columbia International College. HCA staff
strongly opposed the proposal, which would entail 1,400 dump
truckloads of engineered fill to reconstruct the valley slope. It
doesn’t comply with municipal, HCA or provincial policy in a
regulated creek valley and is considered by staff to be too large
a development for the available land. The hike took place after
the HCA Board meeting on May 3, when a letter from the HNC
objecting to the proposal was tabled. The letter was referenced
at the meeting by Ward One Councillor Aidan Johnson, an
opponent of the proposed location, who described the issue as
“very controversial” and said he agreed with the basic thrust
of the letter. In the letter, signed by HNC President Bronwen
Tregunno (please see letter after this article), the HNC underlined
the staff concerns and supported Mr. Terpstra’s position that
it’s wrong to create developable land in a valley that should
be naturalized rather than being further urbanized. Chedoke
Creek is among the numerous Niagara Escarpment streams that
enhance the urban landscape of Hamilton. As John pointed out
during the tour, the creek is an attractive watercourse as it flows
along the east side of Chedoke Civic Golf Club, Beddoe Course,
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by urban development. It’s noteworthy that the city’s website
description of the Chedoke golf course emphasizes the beauty

Chedoke Creek exemplifies the many streams that enhance the natural
landscape of the City of Hamilton - photo Gord McNulty.
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The wooded Chedoke Valley, site of the proposed Columbia College student residence. Will the slope remain natural or be developed? - photo Gord McNulty.

of the “rolling parkland landscape” and the “stunning Niagara
Escarpment.” Chedoke Creek remains very much a vibrant part
of that vista, with considerable potential for more naturalization,
notwithstanding the impact of the construction of Highway 403.

Surrounded by Highway 403, what remains of Chedoke Creek as
channelized, still manages a consistent flow to Cootes Paradise. The
construction shown in this photo taken on 5 May, has nothing to do with
the Columbia College application and is in fact ongoing work with highway
alterations - photo Gord McNulty.

The issue entails a rezoning application and is currently before the
City’s planning staff. It’s expected to discussed in August. Both the
HNC and Environment Hamilton are monitoring the issue, with a
view to urging city councillors to adopt a vision for the Chedoke
Creek and Valley that encourages daylighting as opposed to more
urbanization.
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DATES TO REMEMBER Summer 2018
2 July (Saturday) 9:00 a.m. HNC - Annual Hamilton Odonate Count. Bring lots of enthusiasm, a lunch, lots of water, shoes that
you don’t mind getting wet and any of the following that you may own: net, field guides, hand lens, envelopes for the hard to
ID, digital camera. Contact dragonfly and damselfly expert Brenda Van Ryswyk, brendavanryswyk@gmail.com or 519-568-3073.
work - 905-336-1158 ext 282. Meet at the corner of Kirkwall Road and Concession 8 West in the church parking lot at Kirkwall.
3 July (Sunday) 9:00 a.m. HNC - Annual Hamilton Butterfly Count. This is not a typical hike. It is a census, and as such, there will be
little time available for ID information. By no means do you need to be an expert, but some experience is needed. If unsure, please
call count compiler Bill Lamond, bill-lamond@hotmail.com or 519-756-9546. Meeting location same as for 2 July outing above.
3 July (Sunday) 10 to 11:30 a.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Hendrie Valley,
meet at Cherry Hill Gate parking Lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
6 July (Wednesday) 6:30 p.m. – 8:30. HNC - Birding & Biking the Hamilton-Brantford Rail Trail. Join us for a unique birding trip
by bike, from Copetown to Jerseyville and back along the Hamilton-Brantford Rail Trail. Leader: Dave Moffatt. Meet at parking
lot on Hwy 52 at Powerline Road.
9 July (Saturday) 8:00 to 10 p.m. RBG - Moonlit Roses at RBG Hendrie Park. Magical tour of the Centennial Rose Garden, hors
d’oeuvres, music; one drink included, additional available. Must be 19 years of age or older, Pre-registration required. Fee: $40.
9 July (Saturday) 9 a.m. to noon. RBG - Spider Identification Workshop at RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum location. Hear a presentation,
head on outside to search for spiders. Pre-registration required, please call for list of what to bring to help with field ID. Fee: $60.
9 July (Saturday) 8:00 p.m. to 10 p.m. RBG - Fireflies in the Garden at RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum location. Bring the family
for a magical evening and learn about these luminous beetles. Family program, wear close toed shoes, bring a flashlight. Preregistration required. Fee: $12 per adults, $8 per child (3 years and under free).
9 July (Saturday) 7:00 a.m. RBG - Paddling in Paradise at RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum location. A guided tour of Cootes
Paradise; we supply the canoes, paddles, and life jackets; you bring camera and binoculars, water bottles and snacks also
recommended. An Adult Education Series program. Pre-registration required. Fee: $35 per person.
10 July (Sunday) 10 to 11:30 a.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Princess Point,
meet at the parking lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
12 July (Tuesday) 6:00 p.m. RBG - Paddling in Paradise at RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum location. A guided tour of Cootes
Paradise; we supply the canoes, paddles, and life jackets; you bring camera and binoculars, water bottles and snacks also
recommended. An Adult Education Series program. Pre-registration required. Fee: $35 per person.
13 July (Wednesday) 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. HNC - Eramosa Karst Hike. Explore the unique geology and life forms of this area. Caves,
underground streams and two very different woodlots await. Meet Bruce Mackenzie at the entrance on Upper Mount Albion Rd.
16 July (Saturday) 7:30 p.m. RBG - Paddling in Paradise at RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum location. A guided tour of Cootes
Paradise; we supply the canoes, paddles, and life jackets; you bring camera and binoculars, water bottles and snacks also
recommended. An Adult Education Series program. Pre-registration required. Fee: $35 per person.
17 July (Sunday) 10 to 11:30 a.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes North
Shore, meet at the Nature Centre, Arboretum location, Old Guelph Road. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line
905-527-1158 ext. 404.
23 July (Saturday) 7:00 a.m. RBG - Paddling in Paradise at RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum location. A guided tour of Cootes
Paradise; we supply the canoes, paddles, and life jackets; you bring camera and binoculars, water bottles and snacks also
recommended. An Adult Education Series program. Pre-registration required. Fee: $35 per person.
24 July (Sunday) 10 to 11:30 a.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes South
Shore, meet at the Aviary parking lot, Oak Knoll Drive, Hamilton. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-5271158 ext. 404
26 July (Tuesday), 6:00 p.m. RBG - Paddling in Paradise at RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum location. A guided tour of Cootes
Paradise; we supply the canoes, paddles, and life jackets; you bring camera and binoculars, water bottles and snacks also
recommended. An Adult Education Series program. Pre-registration required. Fee: $35 per person.
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DATES TO REMEMBER - Summer 2018
27 July (Wednesday) 6:30 p.m. – 8:30. HNC - Vinemount Meadows Walk. This outing will be at the new Vineland Meadows
Nature Preserve. The HNC has been fortunate to protect land on the Stoney Creek Mountain north of the Vinemount Quarry. Join
Jen Baker, HNC’s land trust coordinator, as we explore the property and search for Bobolinks, a species-at-risk in Ontario. We’ll
meet on 10th Road East, Stoney Creek, south of Ridge Road and North of Mud Street. There is a small pull off on the east side of
the road, just south of the Dofasco Trail. For more information please contact Jen at 905-524-3339 or land@hamiltonnature.org.
31 July (Sunday, Civic Holiday weekend) 10 to 11:30 a.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations
welcome). Rock Chapel, meet at parking lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
3 August (Wednesday) 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. HNC - Explore the Cartwright Sanctuary. This hike will explore the Cartwright Nature
Sanctuary, part of a wildlife corridor that runs from the Escarpment to Cootes Paradise. Within this HNC sanctuary are old
orchards and woodlands that are home to a number of native flora and fauna. There is a kilometre long loop trail with a distant
view of the Hamilton’s downtown. Contact Warren Beacham at 905-627-3343. Meet at the dead end of Wesley Avenue, Dundas.
3 August (Wednesday) 6:30 - 8:00 p.m. HNC - Summer Evening Walk at Bayfront Park - Details to follow. Check website.
6 August (Saturday) 7:30 p.m. RBG - Paddling in Paradise at RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum location. A guided tour of Cootes
Paradise; we supply the canoes, paddles, and life jackets; you bring camera and binoculars, water bottles and snacks also
recommended. An Adult Education Series program. Pre-registration required. Fee: $35 per person.
10 August (Wednesday) 6:30 p.m. – 8:00. HNC - Summer Evening Walk at Bayfront Park. Description forthcoming. Check website.
11-12 August (Thursday & Friday) 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. RBG - Fern and Allies at RBG Centre. Get to know the ferns, horsetails
and other pteridophytes of southern Ontario’s forests and wetlands in this two-day workshop for professionals and botany
enthusiasts. Pre-registration required. Fee: $275 per person (call for student rate).
14 August (Sunday) 1:00 p.m. to 4 p.m. RBG - Introduction to the World of Ferns at RBG. Join RBG staff, walk in the native and
woodland gardens learning to ID ferns. A skill and booklet to take with you on all your walks. Pre-registration required. Call to
inquire about the fee per person.
17 August (Wednesday) 6:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. HNC - RBG Arboretum Hike. Details forthcoming. Check website.
21 August (Sunday) 2:00 p.m. to 4 p.m. RBG - The Return of the Bald Eagle at RBG Nature Centre, Arboretum location. Hear
a brief presentation of RBG’s efforts to assist the eagles re-establishment, then a hike, and hopefully catch a glimpse. An Adult
Education Series program. Pre-registration required. Fee: $15 per person.
28 August (Sunday) 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. RBG - Late Summer Tree ID at RBG. Walk in RBG’s gardens and nature sanctuaries
and learn to ID the tree species native to southern Ontario. Pre-registration required. Call to inquire about the fee per person.
4 September (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG -Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Hendrie Valley, meet
at Cherry Hill Gate parking Lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
11 September (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Princess Point,
meet at the parking lot. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158 ext. 404.
15-16 September (Thursday & Friday), 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. RBG - Asters and Goldenrods at RBG. Learn to identify Ontario’s asters
and goldenrods, learn terminology, practice keying. Pre-registration required. Fee: $275 (call for student rate).
18 September (Sunday) 2 to 3:30 p.m. RBG - Get Back to Nature Walk. Free RBG Nature hike (donations welcome). Cootes North Shore,
meet at the Nature Centre, Arboretum location, Old Guelph Road. If the weather is inclement, call Program Update Line 905-527-1158
ext. 404.
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Swamp Darner male at Beverly Swamp C.A., 11 June 2018 - photo Joanne Redwood.
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Windrush Vet Services

Crombie, Dr. Christopher

Brantford

Downsview

Welland

60 Carl Hall Rd., Unit 4, Toronto M3K 2C1

461 Wright Street, Welland L3B 2K6

4 North Town Line East, Ingersoll, N5C 1R2

533 Stanwood Crescent, Waterloo, N2K 3P5

145 Inkerman St. PO Box 75. Rockwood, N0B 2K0

1226 concession 4 Walpole, Jarvis, N0A 1J0

Key to Authorized Species Categories
RVS Rabies vector species (species that can carry and transmit rabies), including bat, fox, skunks, raccoon
BIR Birds, excluding raptors
RAP Raptors, including hawk, falcon, osprey, owl
HER Herpetofauna (reptiles & amphibians), including turtle, lizard, frog, toad, snake, salamander
SMM Small mammals, including squirrel, chipmunk, rabbit, hare (excludes RVS)
BEA Black bears
LCA Large carnivore (meat-eating) animals - wolf, bobcat, coyote, lynx, badger, fisher, opossum (not RVS & black bear)
SCA Small carnivore (meat-eating) animals, including marten, mink, weasel, shrew (excludes RVS)
UNG Ungulates (hoofed animals), including moose, deer, elk
SAM Semi-aquatic mammals, including beaver, otter, muskrat

Current as of September 14, 2016; Published: July 17, 2014. From https://www.ontario.ca/page/find-wildlife-rehabilitator

Toronto Wildlife Centre

Karvonen, Nathalie

Ingersoll

Wayward Paws

Kalbfeish, Darlene

Niagara Wildlife Haven

Waterloo

private home

Drake, Judi

Griffin, Shirley

Rockwood

Songbirds Only
Avian Rehabilitation

Kuruziak, Mary Catharine

Jarvis

Hobbitstee Wildlife Refuge

Theijin, Chantal

PO Box 192, Caledon East, L7C3L9

National Wildlife Centre

Cox, Sherri

2 Sullivan Ave, Thorold, L2V 2X9

Thorold Vet Hospital

Ker, Dr. Alistair

Guelph, N1H 6V9

Thorold

Guelph

Mills-Mammoliti, Danielle

1 hour

1 hour

55 min

RVS, BIR, RAP, HER, SMM, BEA,
1 hour
UNG, SAM
No longer accepting wildlife; Dr. Crombie retiring. Will
triage animals as-needed & then send elsewhere

Everything but black bears

RVS, BIR, HER, SMM, SCA, SAM

BIR

50 min

50 min
BIR

45 min-1 hour
RVS, BIR, HER, SMM,
SCA, UNG, SAM

45 min

45 min

45 min

40 min

40 min

35 min

30 min

30 min

30 min

Drive time
average

RVS, BIR, RAP, HER, LCA, SCA, SAM

BIR, HER, SMM, SCA

SMM

SMM

RAP

RAP

RAP

RAP, LCA, UNG

RVS, SMM

RAP

Species they have the license,
training, & equipment to care for

ALWAYS CALL FIRST – Rehabilitators cannot release
specimens anonymously dropped off at their facilities as
they cannot determine where they originated from; this
increases the likelihood the animal will be euthanized.
Always drop the animal off in person.

NOTE: No Ontario wildlife rehab facility is able to
provide pick-up services; they are entirely run by
volunteers & donations. The specimen must be brought
to them.

519-449-5080

416-631-0662

905-735-9556

519-485-1976

519-888-0154

519-656-4500

519-587-2980

416-577-4372

905-227-7644

519-400-3108

905-877-8446

905-562-1949

3678 Victoria Ave, Vineland, L0R 2C0
(Featherstone Estate Winery)
RR5, Milton, L9T 2X9

519-853-3323

905-562-5986

519-651-2160

905-945-7217

905-643-1391

Phone
(ALWAYS call
first)

Regional Road 25, Halton Hills, L7J 2M1

4117 Twenty-First St, Vineland Station, L0R 2E0

6783 Concession 1, Hespeler

23 Betts Avenue, Grimsby

R.R..#1 Grimsby, L3M 4E7

Address (due to need to call first, might only be
a mailing address & not facility location)

Caledon East;
Sometimes Guelph

Milton

Hickory Farms

Vineland

Stormhaven Garden
Wildlife Rehabilitation

private home

Engel, Louise

Vineland
Halton Hills

Knuff, Judy

Owl Foundation

Hawkeye Bird Control Inc.

private home

Frankian, Dan

Grimsby

Urban Wildlife Care

Contardi, Cara

Precious, Carol

Gionet, Annick

Grimsby

Open Sky Raptor
Foundation

Ricciuto, Carol

Puslinch area

General Location

Facility

Licensed Authorization
Holder

OMNRF Licensed Wildlife Rehabilitators Wildlife Rehabilitators Current List 2017 (within a one hour drive of RBG Main Centre)
For issues or concerns with wildlife contact Animal Control (City of Hamilton 905-574-3433, or Burlington 905-335-3030)

Stag Beetle, 30 May 2018, on Rail Trail,
W of Hwy 52.

Snapping Turtle at 8th Concession and
Westover Road, 3 June.

Yellow Ladies-Slipper on Lafarge Trail, south of 10th Concession,
29 May 2018.

Flower Longhorn at Hyde Tract, 7 June 2018.

Three-spotted Fillip, 7 June 2018, at Hyde Tract.

Photos by
Ian Smith
in Spring
2018
Northern Crescent, male (right) and female at
Westover Tract, 7 June 2018.

Little Wood Satyr at Beverly Swamp C.A.,
7 June 2018.
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Dusky Stink Bug,Westover Tract, 7 June 2018.

Least Skipper at Westover Tract, 7 June 2018.

Harvester in an Ancaster backyard, 3
June 2018.
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Updates to the Halton Region Odonata List 2017
by Brenda Van Ryswyk
Back in 2003 fieldwork started for the Halton Natural Areas
Inventory (NAI), included in that fieldwork was recording
observations of Odonata. Prior to the NAI there had been
little work done on odonata in Halton
region. The Halton NAI fieldwork
combined with records from the Ontario
Odonata Database and local naturalists
observations was used to produced the
first checklist of Halton Region Odonata.
It has been over ten years since that first
checklist was produced and while it
provided a good baseline for odonata in
the region it was still an incomplete picture Author Brenda Van
Ryswyk.
and many new species have been recorded
in the region since it was produced. In the first year after the
NAI seven new species were added! New species have continued
to be added over the years and we now have a much better
understanding of the odonata of the region. While there are still
a few areas that need further exploration and there is always
the possibility of new species being added I feel we now have a
checklist that is a good representation of the Regions Odonata
and their relative abundances in the region.Other souces used for
this update include sightings from the Ont-Odes and Hamilton
Odes and Leps email groups and sightings from iNaturalist.

separated from other stations by at least one km. Except for rare
or difficult-to-identify species, station records are not necessarily
documented with a specimen or photograph.
In application, the concept of regional stations is more
complicated, since nearly all our records are of adults (which
are mobile and may be recorded far from their breeding habitat)
and many of our records have locational data only to the scale
of designated Environmentally Significant Area (ESA). For
example, a species may be recorded as occurring in ESA#20 –
Guelph Junction Woods – but without a description of where,
within that ESA, the species occurred. By necessity, the number
of regional stations incorporates an element of estimation and is
strongest on the scale of ESAs.
Species known from five or fewer stations are considered
Regionally Rare (HR); those with between six and 15 stations
are Regionally Uncommon (RU); and species with 16 or more
stations are considered Regionally Common.

HR Regionally Rare- known from five or fewer stations
HU Regionally Uncommon- known from six to 15 stations
Table 1: Halton’s Odonate Fauna by Regional Abundance
as of NAI publication (2005)
Regional
Abundance

Damselflies

Dragonflies

Total

Common
Uncommon
Rare

6
5
19

15
12
22

21
17
41
79 species

Table 2: Halton’s Odonata Fauna by Regional Abundance
as of 2017
Regional
Abundance
Common
Uncommon
Rare
Zebra Clubtail male at Silver Creek C.A., 29 Aug 2012 - photo Leanne Wallis.

REGIONAL ABUNDANCE STATUS DEFINITIONS

Regional abundance status designations follow the format
set forth in the Halton Natural Areas Inventory and are based
on the number of “stations” recorded for a given species since
1980, where a station is a documented record of that species
The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2018

Damselflies

Dragonflies

Total

8
18
12

16
23
19

24
41
31
96 species

The original list of odonata written up for the Halton NAI was
79 (Dwyer 2006) and included historical sightings and work
done up to and including 2004. Surveys in 2005-2006 (too late
to be included in the HNAI publication) led to 7 new species
being confirmed for Halton Region (6 of which were previously
excluded from the HNAI due to lack of vouchers at the time).
(Rothfelds and Van Ryswyk 2006). Observations have continued
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River Bluet [Enallagma anna (Williamson, 1900)]
G5 S2
HR Regionally Rare (two stations) - Permanent resident
Some species are still suffering from a lack of survey representation Halton flight period: July 19 (B. Van Ryswyk) to Aug 4 (B.
or vouchers so may still be underrepresented in the list. Darners
Van Ryswyk)
especially are hard to capture therefore are often under recorded.
Ontario flight period: 6 June – 7 September.
It is recommended that further surveys be undertaken to better
represent the odonata of the region and to monitor how species Stations: #16 and #25.
and there are now a total of 96 odonata species documented for
Halton Region, an increase of 17 species since the Halton NAI!

Previously listed as a
probable species for Halton,
specimens were captured
and photographed (their
distinctive cerci combined
with the colouring are
visible in a good photo) to
confirm their presence at
both sites. First reported in
2008 by B. Van Ryswyk

ranges are changing. Some species may be expanding (or simply
changing) their range but without continued regular surveys
throughout a geographic area (or across Ontario) this will go
unnoticed. Overall it is felt this list is now a good representation
of the status of odonata in Halton Region. That said there may
be future changes in range and there likely will be new species
occasionally added to the regional list.

Most of the changes to the odonata list were expected, but
surprises, such as the Slender Bluet which at the time of discovery
was a surprise for the region, represented a significant increase in
range. Many species were under represented in the initial regional
list while other species were left off the initial list as they lacked
vouchers or confirmation at the time of publication. New species
for Halton Region are listed in Table 3. All species and changes
to all ranks are listed in Table 4 and the changes highlighted in
red font.

Table 3: New odonata species added to the Halton
Region list.
Scientific Name
Common Name
Enallagma anna
Enallagma basidens
Enallagma vesperum
Ischnura hastata
Enallagma traviatum
Lestes forcipatus
Lestes inaequalis
Lestes vigilax
Aeshna tuberculifera
Gomphaeschna furcillata
Gomphus descriptus
Stylurus scudderi
Cordulia shurtleffi
Dorocordulia libera
Somatochlora williamsoni
Tramea carolina
Tramea onusta

River Bluet
Double-striped Bluet
Vesper Bluet
Citrine Forktail
Slender Bluet
Sweetflag Spreadwing
Elegant Spreadwing
Swamp Spreadwing
Black-tipped Darner
Harlequin Darner
Harpoon Clubtail
Zebra Clubtail
American Emerald
Racket-tailed Emerald
Williamson’s Emerald
Carolina Saddlebags
Red Saddlebags

New damselfly species for Halton

There are eight new damselflies added to the regions list since
the NAI. Many of these had previously been listed as probable
species for Halton but did not have any records at the time of
the NAI. Photographic vouchers or collected specimens have
since confirmed many species in the region. Damselfly species
accounts for these new regional species follow here.
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River Bluet - photo Brenda Van Ryswyk.

Double-striped Bluet [Enallagma basidens]
G5 S3
HR Regionally Rare (four stations)
Permanent Resident
Halton flight period: 14 Jun – 26
Aug.
Ontario flight period: 21 May –
8 September.
Stations: #2; #3; #17; #18.

The Double-striped Bluet had
previously been listed as a probable
species for Halton but did not have any records at the time of the
NAI. Photographic vouchers now confirm its presence at multiple
sites in Halton. There are few records of this species in the region,
only one site (#17) has records over multiple years. It is possible
this small damselfly is still overlooked, although its distinctive
shoulder stripe and cerci should prevent any misidentification.
First reported by B. Van Ryswyk in 2007.

Slender Bluet [Enallagma traviatum (Selys, 1876)]
G5 S2
HR Regionally Rare (one station) - Permanent resident?
Halton flight period: 21 July (C.J.Rothfels, B.Van Ryswyk,
C.King, S.Laforest)
Ontario flight period: 12 June – 14 August.
Stations: #7

This species was a big surprise for the region. There is only one
record of a single individual recorded for the Region. Its capture
was very surprising at the time but with no repeat sightings it is
unclear if the individual was just a vagrant or if there may be a
breeding population. There are breeding locations of this species
in the nearby Waterloo Region. First reported in 2005 by C.J.
Rothfels, B. Van Ryswyk, C. King, S. Laforest.
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random in new locations only to disappear a short time later. It is
possible it could breed successfully at these temporary locations
in Halton but this has not yet been documented. First reported
by B. Curry in 2013.

Slender Bluet - photo Brenda van Ryswyk.

Vesper Bluet [Enallagma vesperum (Calvert, 1919)]
G5 S4
HR Regionally Rare (five stations) - Permanent resident
Halton flight period: 15 May (W.D. & I.McIlveen) – 6 August
(BVR).
Ontario flight period: 31 May – 4 October.
Stations: #7; #21A; #25, #32; #35.

Although there were apparently sightings of this species from
2002 and 2003 it was excluded from the original list until
confirmed with photographs in Halton June 2006. This species is
likely under represented (and usually overlooked) because it is a
crepuscular species (only flying at dawn or dusk). First reported,
unvouchered, in 2002 W.D. & I.McIlveen.

Sweetflag Spreadwing [Lestes forcipatus (Rambur, 1842)]
G5 S4
HU Regionally Uncommon (14 stations) - Permanent
Resident
Halton flight period: 30 June (BVR) – 30 Aug (BVR)
Ontario flight period: April 29 to October 5
Stations: #3; #7; #7A; #9A; #16; #17; #25; #25A; #26A; #29;
#30A; #31; #35; #47.

This species was first reported in 2003 and was reported for nine
stations in the NAI but lacked any confirmations at that time,
it was confirmed June 2006. The number of reported stations
has risen to fourteen but still only two stations are backed up by
collections and further samples are needed. See the entry under
Lestes disjunctus for more information.

Sweetflag Spreadwing - photo Brenda Van Ryswyk.

Elegant Spreadwing [Lestes inaequalis (Walsh, 1862)]
G5 S4
Regionally Rare (two stations) 27A; 21A Permanent
Resident
Halton flight period: 10 June (BVR) – 19 July (BC).
Ontario flight period: 23 May – 9 October.
Stations: 27A and 21A.

This species was reported from 27A by R. Curry in 2004. It
has been confirmed in Halton in June 2006 when one was
photographed at Burns Conservation Area by B. Van Ryswyk.
Vesper Bluet - photo Brenda Van Ryswyk.

Citrine Forktail [Ischnura hastata (Say, 1839)]
G5 SNA
HR
Regionally
Rare
(two stations) Breeding
Immigrant?
Halton flight period: 22
July (BC) – 18 September
(BVR)
Ontario flight period: June
30 to October 11 Stations:
Citrine Forktail - photo Bob Curry.
#5; #16

Elegant Spreadwing - photo Brenda Van Ryswyk.

Swamp Spreadwing [Lestes vigilax (Hagen in Selys, 1862)]
This species was another interesting surprise for the region, it G5 S3
seems to be able to disperse widely and will show up apparently at HU Halton Uncommon (7 stations) Permanent Resident
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Halton flight period; 30 June (BC) – 23 August (BVR)
Ontario flight period: 30 May – 22 September.
Stations: #24; #21A; #25B; #23; #7; #35; #30

Twiss Road inside ESA #20.

This species was reported from three sites in 2004 (#23; #24A; #30
– BC) but with no vouchers. Confirmed in Halton June 2005 at
two locations and later years at more locations for a total of seven
stations. Two 2003 collections (OOD70989 and OOD70990) were
re-identified as Emerald Spreadwing and Slender Spreadwing,
respectively, by C.D. Jones.

Damselfly Rank Changes

Thirteen species of damselfly
were re-evaluated from rare
to uncommon, see table 4
for these changes. This was
not unexpected as many
Swamp Spreadwing - photo Brenda
species were thought to be
Van Ryswyk.
underrepresented by the
NAI due to limited survey time and coverage. Two species
went from uncommon to common, the Violet Dancer and Lyretipped Spreadwing. The Violet Dancer was predicted in the HNAI
write up to be common in Halton and was likely under surveyed.
The Lyre-tipped Spreadwing appears to be more common than
previously thought, although only just in the ‘common’ range with
18 sites. See Table 4 for all changes to ranks.

New Dragonfly Species for Halton

Nine species of dragonflies were added to the list for
Halton Region. Dragonfly species accounts for these new
regional species follow here.

Harlequin Darner, 11 May 2012 on Twiss Rd - photo Brenda Van
Ryswyk.

Harpoon Clubtail [Phanogomphus descriptus
G4 S3
HR Regionally Rare (two stations) Permanent Resident
Halton flight period: 1 June (CC) – 6 June (JH).
Ontario flight period: 21 May – 30 July.
Stations: #10B and #31.

Two locations in Halton quite separate from each other. One on
the Credit and one on Bronte Creek, but both sites do have other
sightings on stretches of the same rivers outside of Halton. Records
representing different regional records are only a few hundred
metres from each other and their habitat/range is best described
by river, not region. First reported by JH in 2014.

Black-tipped Darner [Aeshna tuberculifera (Walker, 1908)]
G4 S4
HR Regionally Rare (two stations) Permanent Resident?
Halton flight period: June (C.J. Rothfels) to 14 August.
Ontario flight period: 19 June – 2 October.
Stations: #25 (unvouchered); #41.

There are three sight records, all from the Turner Tract in ESA
25, by M. King and D.D. Beadle. One of the main characters for
this species (the absence of light markings on the last segment of
the abdomen) can be misleading, as Lance-tipped Darners may
also feature dark abdominal-ends. This species was originally
excluded from the Halton list due to lack of vouchers but this
species presence in Halton was confirmed June 2006 when it was
captured at Balinifad Bog by Carl Rothfels et al. First reported in
1996 by M. King and D.D. Beadle.

Harlequin Darner [Gomphaeschna furcillata (Say, 1839)]
G5 S3
HR Regionally Rare (one station) Permanent Resident
Halton flight period: 11 May.
Ontario flight period: 9 May – 7 August.
Stations: #20

A single record for this species was recorded in 2012 when an
individual was captured and photographed by B. Van Ryswyk on
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Harpoon Clubtail , 1 June - photo Chris Cheatle.

Zebra Clubtail [Stylurus scudderi (Selys, 1873)]
G5 S4
HR Regionally Rare (one station) Permanent Resident
Halton flight period: 29 August.
Ontario flight period: 22 May – 11 September.
Stations: #32

The first and so far only record of this species in Halton is an
individual photographed (and posted to iNaturalist) by Leanne
Wallis in Silver Creek Conservation Area in 2012.
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American Emerald [Cordulia shurtleffi (Scudder, 1866)]
G5 S5
HU Regionally Uncommon (eleven stations) - Permanent
Resident
Halton flight period: 17
April (BVR) – 21 July (BC).
Ontario flight period: 8
April – 3 August.
Stations: #9; #18; #19;
#21A; #25; #25E; #29; #32;
#33; #39; #41.

This species was originally
American Emerald - photo Benda
excluded from the Halton
Van Ryswyk.
List because none of the
records had any confirmation with a specimen or a photograph.
American Emeralds can be confused with Racket-tailed Emeralds
(Dorocordulia libera), especially the females, therefore they
should be captured to confirm identification. Photographic
confirmation for this species in Halton came in 2012 not far from
some of the original sightings in ESA #25. First reported (without
voucher, but likely correct) in 2003 by B. Curry.

Racket-tailed Emerald [Dorocordulia libera (Selys, 1871)]
G5 S5
HR Regionally Rare (four stations) - Permanent Resident
Halton flight period: 1 June (BVR) – 19 July (BVR).
Ontario flight period: 9 May – 18 August.
Stations: #19; #25; #25B; #35.

This species was first reported in 2006 but does not appear to have any
confirmation with a photo until 2016, but the males are distinctive
with their flared abdomen so it is unlikely these are misidentifications.
First reported (unvouchered) in 2006 by CJR, BC.

Williamson’s Emerald [Somatochlora williamsoni]
G5 S3
HR Regionally Uncommon (six stations) Permanent Resident
Halton flight period: 21 June (BVR, CJR,et al).
Ontario flight period: 11 June – 13 September.
Stations: #3; #7; #21A; #25; #25A; #33.

As of 2005 there was a sight record of this species, from #25;
the Turner Tract, in 1996, by M. King. This species presence
in Halton was confirmed June 2006 with an individual netted
and photographed at Lake Medad (#7). After that, it surged to
be seen at five stations. Records at #21A and #25A also have
photographic documentation. #3 and #33 were caught and
released. #25 remains a sight record but had a second sighting; a
female ovipositing, with a good view of the ovipositor. It is likely
underreported; Williamson’s and the Brush-tipped Emerald are
the most common Somatochlora species in southern Ontario but
can be difficult to differentiate and must be caught.

Carolina Saddlebags [Tramea carolina (Linnaeus, 1763)]
G5 SZB
HR Regionally Rare (two stations) Breeding immigrant?
Halton flight period: 2 June (BVR) – 29 September (BVR).
Ontario flight period: 20 April – 26 September.
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Stations: #16; and
“Waterdown.”

During the NAI in 2004 the
same individual dragonfly
was seen on two dates, at
the same site in 20B – “Glen
Alford property, pond, mixed
deciduous forest” – 27 June (A.
Wormington; HNAI396) and
1 July (AW; HNAI398). The Carolina Saddlebags - photo Brenda
individual was well-described,
Van Ryswyk.
and very likely Carolina
Saddlebags, but since it eluded capture, Red Saddlebags (Tramea
onusta) cannot be completely eliminated as a possibility. Since
then, individuals have been photographed in Halton including
one individual in 2014 that was unsuccessful in emerging from
its exuvia thus documenting breeding of this species in Halton.
The Carolina Saddlebags is the more likely of the “red-coloured
saddlebags” to be encountered in our region but close examination
is needed to ensure correct identification. First vouchered report
was BVR in 2014.

Red Saddlebags [Tramea onusta (Hagen, 1861)]
G5 SNA
HR Regionally Rare (one station) Breeding immigrant?
Halton flight period: 13 July (BVR,et al.).
Ontario flight period: 28 May – 12 October.
Stations: #3

This species only has one vouchered record for the region. An
individual was caught and photographed by BVR during the
Royal Botanical Gardens odonata count 2012.

Dragonfly Rank
Changes

Ten
species
of
dragonfly moved from
Rare to Uncommon,
most of these were
expected as many
species were thought
to be underrepresented
by the NAI due to
limited survey time
Red Saddlebags at Hendrie Valley, 13 July 2012 and coverage. One
- photo Brenda Van Ryswyk.
dragonfly, the Common
Baskettail, moved from uncommon to common. The Brushtipped Emerald was re-evaluated as “Rare” (from Uncommon)
due to one site having been counted twice in the original ranks.
See Table 4 for all the changes to the odonata of Halton Region.

Excluded Species
A species that continues to be excluded due to a lack of
confirmed vouchers is the Frosted Whiteface – Leucorrhinia
frigida.
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Table 4: Halton Region Odonata Rank List 2017
Species Name
Calopteryx aequabilis
Calopteryx maculata
Hetaerina americana
Lestes congener
Lestes disjunctus
Lestes dryas
Lestes eurinus
Lestes forcipatus
Lestes inaequalis
Lestes rectangularis
Lestes unguiculatus
Lestes vigilax
Amphiagrion saucium
Argia apicalis
Argia fumipennis violacea
Argia moesta
Chromagrion conditum
Coenagrion resolutum
Enallagma anna
Enallagma annexum
Enallagma antennatum
Enallagma aspersum
Enallagma basidens
Enallagma boreale
Enallagma carunculatum
Enallagma civile
Enallagma ebrium
Enallagma exsulans
Enallagma geminatum
Enallagma hageni
Enallagma signatum
Enallagma traviatum
Enallagma vernale
Enallagma vesperum
Ischnura hastata
Ischnura posita
Ischnura verticalis
Nehalennia irene
Aeshna canadensis
Aeshna constricta
Aeshna interrupta
Aeshna tuberculifera
Aeshna umbrosa
Aeshna verticalis
Anax junius
Basiaeschna janata
Boyeria vinosa
Epiaeschna heros
Gomphaeschna furcillata
Arigomphus furcifer
Arigomphus villosipes
Gomphus descriptus
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Common Name
River Jewelwing
Ebony Jewelwing
American Rubyspot
Spotted Spreadwing
Northern Spreadwing
Emerald Spreadwing
Amber-winged Spreadwing
Sweetflag Spreadwing
Elegant Spreadwing
Slender Spreadwing
Lyre-tipped Spreadwing
Swamp Spreadwing
Eastern Red Damsel
Blue-fronted Dancer
Violet Dancer
Powdered Dancer
Aurora Damsel
Taiga Bluet
River Bluet
Northern Bluet
Rainbow Bluet
Azure Bluet
Double-striped Bluet
Boreal Bluet
Tule Bluet
Familiar Bluet
Marsh Bluet
Stream Bluet
Skimming Bluet
Hagen’s Bluet
Orange Bluet
Slender Bluet
Vernal Bluet
Vesper Bluet
Citrine Forktail
Fragile Forktail
Eastern Forktail
Sedge Sprite
Canada Darner
Lance-tipped Darner
Variable Darner
Black-tipped Darner
Shadow Darner
Green-striped Darner
Common Green Darner
Springtime Darner
Fawn Darner
Swamp Darner
Harlequin Darner
Lilypad Clubtail
Unicorn Clubtail
Harpoon Clubtail

Halton NAI
Uncommon
Common
Rare
Uncommon
Rare
Common
Rare
Excluded
Excluded
Common
Uncommon
Excluded
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Rare
Rare
Rare
Not recorded
Rare
Rare
Rare
Not recorded
Rare
Rare
Common
Common
Rare
Rare
Rare
Rare
Not recorded
Rare
Not recorded
Not recorded
Rare
Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Common
Rare
Excluded
Uncommon
Rare
Common
Rare
Rare
Rare
Not recorded
Rare
Uncommon
Not recorded

2017
Uncommon
Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
Common
Common
Uncommon
Rare
Rare
Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Common
Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
Rare
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Common
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Rare
Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
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Species Name
Gomphus exilis
Gomphus fraternus
Gomphus graslinellus
Gomphus lividus
Gomphus spicatus
Ophiogomphus rupinsulensis
Stylurus scudderi
Cordulegaster diastatops
Cordulegaster maculata
Cordulegaster obliqua
Cordulia shurtleffi
Dorocordulia libera
Epitheca canis
Epitheca cynosura
Epitheca princeps
Epitheca spinigera
Somatochlora tenebrosa
Somatochlora walshii
Somatochlora williamsoni
Celithemis elisa
Celithemis eponina
Erythemis simplicicollis
Ladona julia
Leucorrhinia intacta
Leucorrhinia proxima
Libellula incesta
Libellula luctuosa
Libellula pulchella
Libellula quadrimaculata
Libellula semifasciata
Pachydiplax longipennis
Pantala flavescens
Pantala hymenaea
Perithemis tenera
Plathemis lydia
Sympetrum costiferum
Sympetrum internum
Sympetrum obtrusum
Sympetrum rubicundulum
Sympetrum semicinctum
Sympetrum vicinum
Tramea carolina
Tramea lacerata
Tramea onusta

Common Name
Lancet Clubtail
Midland Clubtail
Pronghorn Clubtail
Ashy Clubtail
Dusky Clubtail
Rusty Snaketail
Zebra Clubtail
Delta-spotted Spiketail
Twin-spotted Spiketail
Arrowhead Spiketail
American Emerald
Racket-tailed Emerald
Beaverpond Baskettail
Common Baskettail
Prince Baskettail
Spiny Baskettail
Clamp-tipped Emerald
Brush-tipped Emerald
Williamson’s Emerald
Calico Pennant
Halloween Pennant
Eastern Pondhawk
Chalk-fronted Corporal
Dot-tailed Whiteface
Belted Whiteface
Slaty Skimmer
Widow Skimmer
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
Four-spotted Skimmer
Painted Skimmer
Blue Dasher
Wandering Glider
Spot-Winged Glider
Eastern Amberwing
Common Whitetail
Saffron-winged Meadowhawk
Cherry-faced Meadowhawk
White-faced Meadowhawk
Ruby Meadowhawk
Band-winged Meadowhawk
Autumn Meadowhawk
Carolina Saddlebags
Black Saddlebags
Red Saddlebags

Halton NAI
Uncommon
Rare
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Rare
Not recorded
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Excluded
Not recorded
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Excluded
Common
Rare
Common
Common
Common
Rare
Rare
Common
Common
Common
Rare
Common
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Common
Rare
Common
Common
Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Excluded
Common
Excluded

2017
Uncommon
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Rare
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
Uncommon
Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
Rare
Uncommon
Common
Uncommon
Common
Common
Common
Rare
Rare
Common
Common
Common
Rare
Common
Uncommon
Rare
Uncommon
Common
Uncommon
Common
Common
Common
Uncommon
Uncommon
Rare
Common
Rare

References:
Dwyer, J. 2006. Halton Natural Areas Inventory.
Rothfels, C.J., B. Van Ryswyk. 2006. Significant 2005 Odonata Records from Halton Region. In the Hamilton Naturalist Club newsletter the
Wood Duck April 2006.
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Avoiding Snakebites: A Guide to Co-existing with Snakes
by Matt Ellerbeck

S

nakes are among the world’s most misunderstood and feared
creatures. However, the horrible reputation that snakes have is
not deserved.
Snakes will not make unprovoked attacks on people. When a
person comes in contact with a snake, the animal’s first instinct
will be to rapidly flee the area and find shelter. If the snake doesn’t
do this, it may just stay perfectly still to try to blend in with the
surroundings.
Even if the snake is captured, it may still not resort to biting –
proof of its gentle demeanor. The snake has several harmless
tactics it can resort to as an alternative to biting. The snake may
hiss, make mock strikes with a closed mouth, or flail around to try
and escape. This is the snake’s way of saying just leave me alone.
An account of the true nature of snakes can be found in a study
done by University of Georgia Professor Dr. Whit Gibbons. The
following excerpt from Dr. Gibbons’ study speaks for itself:
All the snake species tested have had the same initial
response to human presence. If given the opportunity,
they escape--down a hole, under a ledge, or in the case
of cottonmouth snakes, into the water. Escape is even
the standard behaviors of enormous diamondback
rattlesnakes, which will immediately disappear if they
have enough warning before they think a person can reach
them. The snakes just want us to leave them alone.

try to defend itself.
The key to being safe around
snakes is to simply leave them
alone. The following excerpt
from the book ‘Dangerous
Snakes of Africa’ by Branch
and Spawls (1995), speaks
volumes: Snakes never make
unprovoked attacks.
Edward R. Ricciuti’s The
Snake Almanac (Lyons Press
2001), states that venomous
snakes do not look for people
to bite and Mark O’Shea’s
Venomous Snakes of the Author Matt Ellerbeck and Eastern
Massasauga at Georgian Bay,
World (Princeton University summer 2016 - photo by Matt with
Press 2005), proclaims that
timer.
people must realize that snakes
are not out to bite them but prefer to be left alone.
Sometimes hikers and campers will encounter a snake when
the animal is out basking in the sun or forging for food. When
startled, the snake may slither rapidly towards the direction of
shelter (like a burrow or under a rock). When the snake darts
suddenly, it may give the illusion that it is chasing after you. This
is not true though. Sadly, people’s anxiety in such a situation only
fuels the belief that the snake was pursuing them.
It is also important to remember that most snakes are completely
harmless. In fact only around 13% of all snake species are
venomous. Of this small number, even less are equipped with
venom that is strong enough to seriously harm a human being.
If a venomous snake does bite a person, often no venom is injected
into the bite. This is called a dry bite. Snakes have venom first and
foremost as a means to quickly subdue their prey. The venom also
helps the snake digest its meal, as it aids in breaking down the
prey internally. This is important as snakes do not chew their food
but swallow it whole. As humans are too big for snakes to eat, they
will not want to waste their precious venom on us.

Brown Snake in 2017 at the Dundas Valley C.A.- a very small
species that almost never bites when handled. Even if one did
bite, evidence of skin damage would be unmeasureable. Hard
to believe that some people would actually be afraid of such a
creature - photo Matt Ellerbeck.

Snake bites on humans usually only happen when someone is
deliberately trying to provoke or harm a snake, and the animal
bites purely in self defense. According to NC State University,
almost 80% of snake bites happen when someone is trying to
capture or kill the snake. All these facts show that snakes are not
aggressive animals. If you provoke and capture a wild animal,
what can you expect but to be bitten since the animal is going to
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If the snake does inject venom, proper medical treatment and
anti-venom can usually save the person’s life. According to the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration, only about 0.2% of people bitten
by snakes in United States actually die from the bite. According to
the University of Melbourne’s “Snakebite Mortality In Australia”
(2003), death from venomous snakebite in Australia is relatively
uncommon. Ontario is home to just one species of venomous
snake, the Eastern Massasauga, a rattlesnake. It is a shy species
that prefers to avoid people. There have only been two fatalities in
Ontario linked to snakebite ever, and in both cases the victims did
not receive appropriate medical treatment which almost certainly
would of saved their lives.
The Wood Duck - In the Summer, 2018

for other predators to get into.
Snakes also help stop the spread of Lyme disease. According to
a study conducted through the University of Maryland, a single
Timber Rattlesnake eats up to 4,500 ticks a year! Small rodents
often carry the bacteria (genus Borrelia) that produces Lyme
Disease. When ticks bite these rodents, they can later drop off
and then spread the disease to humans or pets. Luckily, snakes
prey heavily on rodents, and then in turn the ticks attached to
them! Therefore, snakes are extremely useful to people, as they
help stop the spread of this disease.
 urthermore, snakes are saving the lives of countless numbers of
F
people every year. Snake venom is being used in the medical field
to treat all sorts of serious ailments like heart and stroke disease,
cancer, Parkinson’s, blood clots, and many more.
Black morph Eastern Garter Snake at Pelee Island , 11 May 2016. This
species will definitely bite if handled, but the outcome is at worst a
laceration with a bit of blood - photo Matt Ellerbeck.

It is very easy to co-exist with snakes, especially since they
do many useful things for people. First of all, snakes are great
controllers of rodents like rats and mice. Without snakes, rodent
populations would surge and these creatures would destroy
crops, affecting our food supply. Rodents also spread harmful
diseases which can seriously affect our health. Snakes are great at
hunting rodents because they can crawl into small burrows and
other areas that rodents use as shelters. These places are too small

Despite these benefits, countless numbers of snakes are killed
by fearful people every year. We must look past our fear and
ignorance and see snakes for what they really are - interesting
creatures that play very important roles in the eco-system. A fear
of snakes can be a learned behavior, so we must learn not to pass
our irrational fears onto our children, but teach them to respect
wildlife.
Matt Ellerbeck is a devoted snake advocate and conservationist. He is
otherwise known as The Snake Man.

A view of the Brantford landfill on 3 Jan 2018, a “hotspot” for birding. The concentration of birds here is unmatched anywhere in Brant County and the
sights and smells are something else. Large numbers of gulls, starlings, and crows are usually present. Also, in the winter, Turkey Vultures are usually
present, as are a few Bald Eagles, often Common Raven, and uncommon gulls such as Glaucous, Iceland and Lesser Black-backed Gulls. Ironic that such
a disgusting habitat would support so many birds - photo Ellen Horak.
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Photos by
Bob Curry.
Red-disked Alpine at Fraserdale, Ontario - 29 May 2018.

Sharp-tailed Grouse at Fraserdale, Ontario - 29 May 2018.

Elfin Skimmer at Blind Lake Bog, Huron County - 12 June 2018.
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HSA Nature Note - Salamanders on King Road, Burlington
Tonight after dark (27 March 2018), Dave Don and I
ventured up to King Road in Burlington hoping to find
salamanders which are on their annual migration. We
were not disappointed finding one Yellow-spotted and two
Jefferson Salamanders – Cheryl Edgecombe.
Bonnie Kinder, Chris Cheatle, and I tried unsuccessfully
for salamanders on King Road on Wednesday evening (28
Yellow-spotted Salamander
March 2018). Just as we were about to give up a group of
(above) and Jefferson
four young men passed us on their way out and told us they
Salamander (right) - photos
Cheryl Edgecombe.
had found a vernal pool where they had seen three Jefferson
Salamanders, eight Yellow-spotted Salamanders, several
Lead-backed (or Lead phase Red-backed) and numerous
Red-backed. We could not get in there at that time of night –we tried – but we just couldn’t find our way around in the
dark. This afternoon (30 March) we found it much easier to walk in and we found the pool. We found several Redback
Salamanders (both “redback” and “leadback” morphs), one Yellow-spotted, and one Jefferson Salamander. We did not
feel the need to look for anymore after getting our targets. It was quite fantastic – Joanne Redwood.

Jefferson Salamander (left), Redback Salamander (centre) and Yellow-spotted Salamander at King Road, Burlington, 30 March
2018 - photos Joanne Redwood.

Red-tailed Hawk
by June Hitchcox

W

hat a thrill in late March! Previously,
we have been watching, every day, a
large bird gliding along horizontally, using the
support of the thermals. And then finally, one
day it soared upwards away from us showing its
rufous tail. It was a Red-tailed Hawk. What a
wonderful sight. Their plumage colour varies,
but the tail told the story. This sighting was
followed by terrible weather; gale-force winds, rain,
snow, and ice. On April 19th, the hawk reappeared. It
had survived. The Red-tails are really big birds; up
to 26” long, with a wing-spread as great as 57”. Those
broad wings are fairly rounded, and so they easily get
the support of thermal currents. Their tails though are
relatively short compared to other species.
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Red-tailed Hawks eat rodents, rabbits, birds,
insect larvae, fish, and occasionally carrion.
They perch high on trees or telephone poles
and watch for prey on open ground, and in
a second, swoop down for it. They breed all
across Canada, to the tree line in the north, and
south to Panama.
This species is thriving as it likes the open spaces of
roadsides and farm fields where bush used to be. In this
respect it has prospered from Europeans changing the
landscape. Their nests are easily 4" wide and 3" deep.
Their call is a high screech. If you hear this as you walk
a trail, look up high. You may see a huge nest being
protected by the Red-tailed parents.
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Falconwatch 2018 – The First Week
by Mike Street
The on-street part of Falconwatch 2018
started on Tuesday, June 5. As can be seen
in the adjacent picture, the four male chicks
had grown to almost complete juvenile size
and colouring. They were also very energetic!
The chicks – Ainslie, Gage, Lawrence and
Lisgar - all male, were named for Hamilton area
parks. Falconwatchers and online viewers can
sometimes tell them apart by the coloured tape
on their legs. The new TV camera, generously
donated and installed through the cooperation
of the TD Friends of the Environment
Foundation, Hamilton Video and Sound and the
Bosch Corporation, is working beautifully. A
shortage of volunteers and logistical changes with
our community partners made the first week very hectic, but working with these wonderful birds made up for the
inconveniences.

Vesper Sparrow at 8th Road East, Stoney Creek, 17 April 2018 - photo Buddy Myles. Although the Vesper Sparrow is often thought of as a
"nondescript" bird, it is anything but at close range as this wonderful photo shows. Note the prominent white eye-ring and the Junco-like
white outer tail feathers. Just a hint of the rufous wing coverts are visible here, the source of the historical Bay-winged Sparrow name.
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A Sighting of a Lifetime
by Gus Yaki

O

n 19 August 1946, my 14th birthday, I was living at
Sandwith, Saskatchewan, in the aspen parkland area, about
35 miles NNE of North Battleford. All that day, I was stooking
wheat sheaves so that they could dry before being threshed. All
day long, Sandhill Cranes were migrating southward overhead, in
various sized flocks - from six to perhaps 600. I estimated seeing
100,000 of them that day.

(thermal) and started to
circle, rising upward. As I
watched them, I saw flashes
of white to the NE of me.
Initially, I thought that
they were wheeling gulls.
However, they soon stopped
their circling and headed
directly toward me. Here Gus Yaki - from CTV News, Calgary.
they picked up the thermal, and soon joined the Sandhill Cranes,
using it to rise ever higher.
The two species circled together for several minutes, before
breaking off and heading in a SSE direction. Both had long necks
and trailing legs and appeared similar in size. The white birds had
black wingtips, and were obviously Whooping Cranes. I counted
them repeatedly, coming up with a total of 17 adult cranes. There
were no young Whooping Cranes in this group. At that time, they
believed that there may only have been 15 surviving Whooping
Cranes.

Whooping Cranes in flight - from the web.

The next day, 20 August 1946, their migration continued.
Just before noon, I was at the north end of the cultivated field,
abutting a large stand of aspens, when a flock of about 30 Sandhill
Cranes suddenly appeared about 40 feet above me. Being sunny,
and in the lee of the trees, the cranes detected a rising air current

When you plot the Whooping Crane’s breeding ground in Wood
Buffalo National Park with their wintering area in Aransas
National Wildlife Refuge in Texas, Sandwith is on a direct route.
In recent years, as their numbers have swelled, they have been
seen on a number of occasions on that same flight path.
When adults Whooping Cranes are seen in Saskatchewan with
juveniles, it is almost always in October.
On arriving home after seeing the cranes, since there was no
phone service in those days, I wrote a letter to Fred Bard, then
in charge of the Saskatchewan Museum of Natural History in
Regina, to alert him that the birds were passing through the

HSA Nature Note — Weasel Attack on Hamilton-Brantford Rail Trail

W

hile skiing between Copetown and Jerseyville yesterday (6 Feb 2018) my wife and I came
across a dead but intact Deer Mouse frozen into the top crust of the snow on the trail. Looking
around, we noticed weasel tracks all around the area and a couple of places where the predator had
dug into rodent burrows. The size of the tracks was most consistent with Long-tailed Weasel - a bit
big for Short-tailed, and with longer rear feet. Not sure how the mouse got away, only to freeze a few
feet away. Perhaps it was one of a group, as they are known to congregate in winter, or maybe one of
the numerous coyotes and foxes, which also left fresh tracks, happened along at the same time and
spooked the weasel.

David Moffatt.

This was near the 15 marker, where the trail is high above a wooded valley with a good sized stream, so great, generally
undisturbed habitat.
Dave Moffatt
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province. My mother was to go to North Battleford on the 9 a.m.
train the next day and would post the letter. However, she met
someone who was going, so she arranged for that person to do
her duties, and supposedly gave her my letter to mail. Since I
never heard from Fred Bard, I suspect that the letter never got
into the postal system.
However, my teacher, interested in birds, was also the local area
newspaper correspondent. She reported my sighting to one of the
North Battleford newspapers. About six weeks later, a member of
the RCMP, visited my school, to obtain more information about
my sighting. I never heard of any further follow up.
When I mentioned my sighting to other knowledgeable birders,
they suggested that I might have been seeing Snow Geese or
American White Pelicans. Both those species occurred during
migration, in the warmer months, sometimes in large numbers,
so I was very familiar with them. While they are white and have

black wingtips, they do not fly with long trailing legs - and do not
have the shape of Sandhill Cranes. Snow Geese never thermal, and
American White Pelicans wouldn’t be able to form a tight circle
with Sandhill Cranes. It was actually a rather straightforward,
easy identification.
Many of you will know of Gus Yaki as he lived in Ontario for many
years in the Niagara region before moving to Alberta. He was wellknown for being a top-notch naturalist as well as for operating
(and leading) his own nature tour company. This observation of his
is certainly a "sighting of a lifetime" considering at the time this
species had not been observed in the breeding season for over a
decade, and its breeding grounds were unknown until about eight
years later. One has to assume that if the RCMP officer passed on
this sighting to the appropriate authorities, that they must have
dismissed it as a misidentification - how wrong they were - Ed.

The First Whooping Crane Sighting in N.W.T. – 1952
by William I. Campbell

Quote from my flight log book:
“11 July 1952. Aircraft: Grumman Goose N749
Pilot: Bob Smith, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Flight Time: 3 hrs. 25 mins.
Remarks: Yellowknife west and ran transit for duck brood
count. Saw and circled for one hour, one Whooping Crane
east of Horn Mtn., NWT”

B

ackground: In 1952 I was working as a summer mammalogy
student assistant for the Canadian Wildlife Service in the
NWT.
During June and July of that year, Bob Smith, a U.S. Fish &
Wildlife pilot and his co-pilot were flying low-level transects out
of Yellowknife. They were counting waterfowl brood numbers to
use in setting bag limits throughout North America. Both were
expert ornithologists.
When I was in Yellowknife between phases of my studies, Bob
invited me to accompany them. Thus at 9:30 a.m. on 11 July, I
was aboard their Grumman Goose as it took off. After crossing
the north arm of Great Slave Lake, we lowered to about 100 feet
above the ground to begin the transect count. I moved forward
to kneel between the pilot and co-pilot, watching the waterfowl,
scenery and enjoying the undulations of the topography. Ducks
were plentiful. They sprang from the sedge-covered sloughs, or
attempting to stay with their brood, pounded across the water
leaving obvious wakes. Some flightless geese were also seen, as
were a few Sandhill Cranes.
After about an hour, Bob suddenly jerked the plane to its left side,
doing a turn at 100 feet elevation so tight that we literally stood
on our wingtip—at the same time shouting “What was that? – It’s
all white.” By this time the co-pilot had also sighted the bird. I saw
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it a moment later. Bob shouted, “Whooping
Crane!”
Before continuing this account, let me review
the status of the Whooping Crane up to 1952.
Prior to European settlement the species’ William I. Campbell
breeding range was in the grassland sloughs - from Calgary
Herald.
of North America. Hunting, and agricultural
practices such as allowing livestock to graze these sloughs,
particularly during times of drought and drainage, effectively
eliminated all known traditional breeding sites by the late 1920s.
Each fall though, the surviving birds collected on the Texas Gulf
Coast in what is now Aransas National Wildlife Refuge. There
they could be accurately counted. Earl Godfrey, in Birds of
Canada, gave the population in 1941 as 21 wild birds - plus two
in captivity. Chances of recovery without help were very slim.

Grumman Goose - photo from Barrie Aircraft Museum website.

Tantalizingly though, when the birds returned to their wintering
grounds, one or two young often accompanied the adults. Where
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were they nesting?

sightings.

And so we come to July 1952 – and a single Whooping Crane,
possibly the first summertime sighting in over 20 years. Was this
bird breeding? Was there a nest nearby?

The two books are:

The duck count immediately ended. We began a cautious fly-over
pattern, dropping to nearly tree-top level to survey the area as
thoroughly as possible. We circled, making repeated low-level
passes for almost an hour. During this time, the bird, an adult,
never took flight, just cautiously moved from the centre of the
of the slough to the margin and finally disappeared under the
surrounding conifer vegetation. When it was lost from sight, we
returned to Yellowknife.

1.

The Whooping Crane, The Bird that defies Extinction by Faith
McNulty; Clarke Irwin and Company, 1966. Reference p. 115
and p. 188 – Whooping Crane score board for autumn 1952
reported two young accompanying 19 adults for a total of 21
birds reaching Aransas Wildlife Refuge in Texas.

2.

Return of the Whooping Crane by Robin W. Doughty: U. of
Texas Press/U. of Toronto Press. 1989. Reference p. 65.

The location of this report is on the north border of the Mackenzie
Bison Sanctuary on the west end of Great Slave Lake. It is just east
of NWT Highway 3 which goes from Fort Providence to Edzo
and on to Yellowknife.
Reprinted from PICA (February 2000) page 11-12, the publication of
the Calgary Field Naturalists' Society.
William Ira Campbell died at Calgary, Alberta, on May 4, 2015. He
leaves behind his loving wife, Patricia Alison Campbell. He was born
on October 13, 1924 at Mt. Hamilton Hospital (Henderson Hospital,
now Juravinski) in Hamilton. Bill spent his childhood on Barnesdale
Avenue and Community Beach. He attended Graduate studies at
McMaster University, followed by OISE for a teaching accreditation
and became a Science Teacher, eventually a high school teacher in
Waterdown where he was affectionately known as "Wild Bill".

Whooping Crane at Aransas National Wildlife Refuge - photo
from the web.

The slough was about an acre in extent, perhaps a foot deep with
emergent sedges across most of it. Towards the edge, shrubbery,
likely willows, appeared as a marginal ring and was succeeded on
higher ground by stands of conifer up to 30 feet in height. The
landscape was of gentle, possibly sandy ridges.
Bob Smith and co-pilot returned the next day and found the
bird again. They conducted a broader low-level search. About 20
miles away they found a second adult Whooping Crane, equally
as reluctant to fly.
No evidence of nesting was found at either site. The birds were
assumed to be away from any nesting territory. It was concluded
that the sloughs were too small to provide enough food for a
breeding pair plus their young.
What these birds were feeding on is not known. Why they didn’t
fly from the slough seeking protection under the forest canopy
instead? No answers were found.
Within a week a report was sent to the Canadian Wildlife Service
in Ottawa. Nothing has been heard of it since.
I do not know what submissions Bob Smith made to his superiors.
Two years later in 1954, the first Whooping Crane nest was found
in Wood Buffalo National Park some 200 miles southeast of this
area. With the continued success of egg removal, captive rearing
of young birds and release into the wild, this is now history.
I have located two books in the Calgary Library System which
deal with the Whooping Crane recovery. Both mention the 1952
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He had numerous interesting summer jobs with the Canadian Wildlife
Service where he worked in the far north and Newfoundland and
Labrador. For several summers he was a Park Naturalist in Algonquin
Park. He was an active member of the Hamilton Naturalists' Club for
many years taking part in many Hamilton CBCs and contributing records
to the Noteworthy Bird Records from 1948-1983. He wrote a few articles
for the Wood Duck including "A Day Around the Bay" [14 January 1949]
detailing an outing about the local duck census in conjunction with the
annual winter North American Duck Census [sound familiar?], and he
also lead hikes such as one on 4 March 1950 to observe ducks [bring a
lunch] at the Beach Canal. He also gave talks:
Monday, March 6, 1950 - Regular monthly meeting of the Hamilton
Nature Club in the CKOC Theatre at 8 p.m. This meeting is to
be addressed by one of our own members, an under-graduate
in Biology at McMaster University, Mr. William Campbell. His
subject with be Fort Churchill in Canada's Sub-Arctic. His address
will be illustrated by Kodachrome slides. Mr. Campbell speaks
from first-hand information, having spent the summer of 1949 on
duty at Fort Churchill. The illustrations are of his own making.
Bill, as he is familiarly known, is always ready to assist, not only
the interests of his own Club, but those of outside organizations as
well. We hope to have a full house at this special entertainment.
Bill was an avid photographer. He joined the Colour Photographic
Club of Hamilton where he met Patricia Kirkwood, his future wife,
celebrating 60 years of marriage in 2014. He wrote for the Wood Duck
about his interest in photography: "The Present Status and Potentialities
of Nature Photography in the Hamilton Area", Vol 4 (1951) No. 8,
p. 1. For many years from the 1960s to the 1980s, Bill organized the
photo competition at the annual meetings of the Federation of Ontario
Naturalists.
He moved to Calgary in the 1990s to be near one of his children and
his grandchildren.
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They Call Him Wood Duck Alfie
by Jeff Mahoney

Alfie Stanevicius passed away December 20th in Toronto after a
short illness. He is survived by his loving wife of 50 years Vida,
his children Ona and Matthew, four adoring grandchildren, Audra,
Lara, Daiva and Aras, and his sister Eleanor (Wayne). Alfie, a
Stelco retiree, was a deeply religious man with a strong work ethic
and passion for the outdoors. The following article is reprinted with
permission from the Hamilton Spectator on 25 May 2016 - Ed.

T

he Wood Duck is among the most strikingly beautiful birds
in the world — the male has six or seven different colours on
its head alone, including scarlet eye rings and an electric green
pompadour of a crest, swept foppishly thick at the back. Its body
is a harlequin’s costume of various colour fields separated by
black and white banding.
You won’t see anything quite like it, and if not for Alfie Stanevicius,
you wouldn’t be seeing it. At least not in these parts.
Brian Hatch worked for 20 years with Alfie in the bloom mills
and universal slabbing mills at Stelco. But Alfie had a life far from
the factories, on the other side of the punch clock. The “wilds”
of Copetown where he built a home, Concession 2-Highway 52.
For a time, a Great Horned Owl nested in his garage. “The owl
was free to come and go as it pleased,” writes Brian, “but stayed
because it enjoyed the rabbits Alfie removed from the Beverly
golf course.”
Brian told me in an email about Alfie’s 35-year campaign to
return the Wood Duck to the Hamilton area, from which,
Alfie says, it had virtually disappeared thanks to urban sprawl
and deforestation of the kind of trees the Wood Duck likes to
nest in — trees with easily accessible cavities in their trunks –
unlike geese and many other ducks, the woodie will not nest just
anywhere.
Alfie noticed the bird’s
disappearance because, as a
born naturalist, he picks up
on these things and because,
though he grew up in Hamilton’s
inner city on Napier Street,
the outdoors and hunting
were part of the family culture
from early childhood. His
impression was corroborated
by “Atlas of the Breeding Birds
Wood Duck - photo Brian Hatch,
of Ontario,” which showed
The Hamilton Spectator.
a limited presence of Wood
Ducks in this area 35 years ago. The subsequent edition, however,
indicate a robust revival. What happened?
In the early ‘80s, Alfie started thinking inside the box. The “box”
is a pole-mounted wooden structure with a three-inch diameter
hole in it, which the Wood Duck reads as a tree cavity. The bird
will nest there. Alfie would even put the structures in the water,
striding out in high boots or hip waders.
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Alfie Stanevicius with one of his Wood Duck boxes, May 2016 - photo
Barry Gray - The Hamilton Spectator.

“It began humbly, near Copetown, after I’d built four nesting boxes
from scrap plywood, nailed together and mounted one on a fence
post, with the other three on two ponds and a marsh,” Alfie recalls.
“One fine spring day, while observing the pond box, a small duck
head poked out the opening. Seeing that all was clear, ‘Wanda’ flew
out to breed, eat and develop another egg. The wonder! Wanda
had chosen my man-made box to lay her eggs in, to incubate (28
days) and hatch the next generation of woodies.”
Alfie put up more and more boxes. Land owners were recruited.
Boy Scouts of Copetown got in on planting new boxes. The box
efforts extended out to Troy and eventually to New York state,
as far as Rochester. Meticulous records were kept. Wood Ducks
proliferated. “Exponentially” is the word used by Bob Curry
on page 447 of his Birds of Hamilton book, sponsored by the
Hamilton Naturalists’ Club, in which he mentions Alfie’s efforts.
At the program’s peak, 200 “woodie boxes” were yielding 4,000
eggs annually in the area. At Alfie’s peak, he was logging about
400 hours and 4,000 kilometres annually building and servicing
his woodie boxes and recording results. He left the area just over
a year ago for Toronto to be closer to his grandkids. But he keeps
his hand in it.
“It’s a lot of work,” says Alfie. “You have to provide shavings for the
nest because the Wood Ducks won’t bring materials themselves.
And every year we clean them out.” Also, the boxes and poles
must be rigged with predator protection to keep raccoons and
such away.
But what a payoff. Once again, Wood Ducks in our skies and on
our waters.
Alfie did a lot of volunteer work for the Hamilton Conservation Authority.
He was a larger than life character, but totally well-intentioned with a
Lithuanian sense of humour. I got accustomed to taking everything that
he said with a few chunks of salt. He was always very disparaging of
Hooded Mergansers, as he thought that they crowded out the Wood
Ducks from their boxes. He would threaten to do rather unmentionable
things to them and complained that they were inferior because they
"taste fishy". One learned to go along with the humour and try to think
of something equally outlandish – Helen Colvin.
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Northern Hawk Owl at Gatineau, Quebec, 19 Feb 2018.

Pileated Woodpecker flying off the Tip of Point Pelee, 9 May 2018.

Some Southern Ontario
Photos in 2018 by Sarah
Lamond.

Kentucky Warbler at Tilden's Woods, Point Pelee, 9 May 2018.

Worm-eating Warbler at Point Pelee, 5 May 2018.

Acadian Flycatcher at Woodland Nature Trail, Point Pelee, 11 May 2018.

White Pelicans at Point Pelee Tip, 9 May 2018.
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Male Ruff at Minesing Wetlands, 16 May 2018.

Townsend's Solitaire at West Beach footpath at Point Pelee, 24 Feb 2018.

Boreal Owl at Springwater, Simcoe County, 11
April 2018.

Long-billed Dowitcher at Hillman Marsh, 1 May 2018.

Barnacle Goose at Schomberg, 13 March 2018.
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The HNC’s Centenary Book
It is not too late to write an article for the HNC's 100th anniversary book. We
have received many submissions from Club members and are getting close to our
target. We would still like to receive a few more articles and we know that many of
you have interesting stories from years past or recent times that would make fine
additions to this book. As we need to publish this book in 2019, we want to get these
articles as soon as possible. However, if some little anecdote about the HNC pops
into your head in the next six months, just jot it down (300-500 words) and send it
in. It will be most welcomed. The Book Committee is excited about this project as
it will contain stories about many of our prominent former members as well as a
variety of articles about what makes our Club so special. We think that many of you
will want a copy of this book. More on this later.

Aurora Damsel male at Valens C.A., 11 June 2018 -photo Joanne Redwood.
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